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Rise in concern over dining haM waste
By CIOTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
How much food is wasted in Lowry
Center Dining Hall and Kittredge
Dining Hall? Can anything be done
to stop food from ending up in a
dumpster?
Howard Raber, director of Food
Service, said that most of the food
waste is due to students. "Students
have toget more involved in the issue,
arxl promote more programs like Soup
and Bread," he said.
"They don't seem to seehow much
"dedication goes intobringing that food
out to them," he added.
According to Raber, the leftover
food from meals is reused as much as
possible. The management tries to
make sure that they do not get stuck
with too much extra food on aparticu-
lar day , to keep food waste to a mini-
mum.
The food that cannot be reused,
such as french fries, has to go down
the dumpster.
Food Service does not have a pro-
gram whereby leftover food can be
given away to charity.
When asked how the Food Service
staff justifies dumping the food that
students are caught trying to take out
of the cafeteria, Raber said, "A lot of
students at the College are not on a
food service contract, and we cannot
EPC, vice president
assume new duties
By JUDY NICHOLS
Following several controversial
decisions in the past few years by the
College's Educational Policy Com-
mittee (EPC), changes in the
committee's duties went into effect
over the summer.
Thesechanges, which were adopted
by the faculty in 1 99 1 , focus upon the
approval of faculty positions and job
descriptions. Whereas before EPC
determined the number of positions
for each department, the vice presi-
dent for academic affairs now holds
this responsibility.
Also as a result of the changes, the
vice president for academic affairs
now has the responsibilities of setting
each department's teaching load and
each department's number of faculty
leaves.
Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs R. Stanton Hales said that he
discussed details of the new system
with EPC members this summer. He
noted that, although he holds the final
decision in determining the number
of faculty positions, EPC has a lim-
ited consulting role in the process.
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phoco by CHERYL BECKER
One student's leftover food after a meal at Lowry. Excess food is
processed to reduce volume, then discarded into dum psters.
afford to have their friends take out
food for them."
Students in general seem tobe aware
of the existence of this problem, but
either don't know of steps to counter-
act it or simply don't care. .
One concerned student, Matt
Ziegler 96, contactperson for
Westminster House, felt that it is nec-
essary to increase awareness on the
issue.
"People tend to thinkof these things
Hales said, this consulting role
comes into play when a faculty posi-
tion is being added or eliminated from
a department. EPC does not need to
be consulted, he said, if thenumber of
faculty positions for a particular de-
partment remains the same.
With the vice president for aca-
demic affairs taking over several re-
sponsibilities that previously occu-
pied much of EPC's time, the com-
mittee is now focusing on other re-
sponsibilities. Susan Figge, dean of
the faculty and chair ofEPC, said that
the comminee has initiated a process
of curricular reviews of departments
and programs.
In the next 10 years, she said, EPC
will evaluate three departments or
programs each year, with archaeol-
ogy, art and biology being reviewed
this year.
EPC will also be undertaking a
review of the First-Ye-ar Seminar pro-
gram, Figge said. A continuing re-
view of distribution requirements,
along with one on the criteria of en-
dorsing orapproving off-camp-us study
please see EPC, page 2
as small, but put together they make a
lot of difference," said Ziegler.
. "Aside from the fact that we are
privileged members of this earth to be
getting food, we have no right to take
away the space on which this food is
grown by wasting it," he added.
Ziegler's house, named Green-
house this year, promotes a program
on campus that tries to prevent waste
in any form. It stresses low-impa- ct
living, or the use of the least amount
m
J
if
trxt
of energy possible.
Members of this program make a
conscious effort not to take more food
than is necessary, to recycle materials
and increase environmental aware-
ness.
Johanna Fouse '94 said that people
should have developed their food hab-
its by the time they come to college.
"People should know how much
they can eat, and not take food simply
to throw it away," she said.
Another student suggested bring-
ing a homeless person to Lowry Cen-
ter and Kittredge dining halls, to talk
about his or her experiences and liv-
ing conditions.
A program such as Hunger and
Homelessness Week would also help
prevent students from regarding this
issue as trivial, but instead, as some-
thing that touches the lives of many
people very deeply, she said.
According to her, it is the responsi-
bility of the students to take only the
amount of food they can eat
Another student said, "If the stu-
dents make it a point to take only the
amount of food they are sure they can
consume, the management can get a
better idea of the amount of food to.
cook.
"Apart from putting an end to waste
by students, mis will also prevent waste
by the management," she said.
lfe Yin
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Scot Bandperforms
forplayers, fans
The Scot Band highlights the half-tim- e events at Saturday afternoon
football games. -
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
Final arguments were heard Tuesday for the trial of the two black men
charged in the beating ofa white track driver dunng last year's LA. riots. The
case ended with two major questions left for the jurors to decide: Are the two
men shown in the videotape, beating the driver, the ones who actually
committed the crime? and. In the context ofa mob scene, can the men be held
accountable for their actions?
The Senate recently passed Clinton's policy for homosexuals in the
military. This policy does not allow for hcmosexoal conduct, botkdecsfcrbid
ttoesooning of recruits about their sexual orientation.
The Senate also voted to continue its policy prohibiting federally-funde- d
abortions unless the woman's life is threatened or the pregnancy is a result of
rape or incest. -
The Supreme Court agreed to rule on whether or not it is constitutional to
require cable companies to carry local broadcast stations.
AfirebombdamagedaPlannedParenthoodoffkxWe
Pa. This attack was the third such incident around the coumry m the laa 10
days. Investigators said they had no suspects, but that they do have leads.
INTERNATIONAL
The VS. is cutting back on its role in Somalia after the House passed a
resolution encouraging VS. participation in Somalia to be limited. The VS.
announced to the United Nations that troops will only be carrying out
emergency operations.
Yeltsin demanded that the hostile legislature turn in their guns within 24
hours, while increasing the pressure from outside the headquarters.
The North American Free Trade Agreement is waiting for approval from
Congress, pending Mexico's decision on whether or not to raise the minimum
wage, AltTKXighkisnttfoundanywhercmther
Salinas de Gortari made a vague promise to raise the minimum wage.
The Bosnian Parliament met to discuss an internatiorial peace plan to end
the 18-mo-nth war.' It is expected that the plan will be passed, with certain
conditions that will not be approved by the Croatian and Serbian nationalists.
National and international news briefs compiled by KATE PETERSON
with information from USA Today and The New York Times
O Bulletin
Any student planning to go over-
seas next semester should pick up
their off-camp-us application from the
International Programs Office imme-
diately. The office is located in Hider
House, and is open Monday through
Friday.
For those students who are thinkin g
about studying abroad next semester,
time is running out. Most programs
have October IS application dead-
lines.
If you haven't made a concrete
decision on a certain program or coun- -
try. now is the time to do so. Please
visit the IPO for program information
and applications as well as OCAs.
NEVERTOOtASIL.'
Think you misted the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With
the new on-dema- nd CRE you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to IS daya
later, in plenty of time for most schools deadlines. Call now for instant
registration. l Educational Testing Service
O' Sylvan Technology Centers
W0M3KEASAP
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Hales assumed former ETC duties this summer.
continued from front page
programs, will be other projects EPC
will undertake this year, Figge said.
Still another area of study win be
the rangeofinternships arKlpracticum
available forWooster students. Guide
lines and criteria for those experi
Raise as much as you want
In One Week!
Market applications for the
hottest credit card ever NEW
GM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for
FREE T-SHI- RT & 94 GMC
JIMMY. .
Call 1-800-95- 0-1039, ext. 75.
ences will be ex-
amined, and the
role of the experi-
ences in the over-
all academic pn
gram, Figge said.
Hales said that
the changes may
have come about
for a number of
reasons. One of
them, he said,
stemmed from a
concern that de-
partments were
put into jeopardy
under the previ-
ous system. Hales
explained that ifa
: faculty member
retired or otherwise leftadepartment,
that position was then, in essence,
open to all departments.
Some EPC decisions consequently
resultedman amount of ill-w- ill among
faculty members and departments.
Hales said.
Another concern. Hales said, was
Earn $500-$-1 000
weekly stuffing
envelopes
For details RUSH $1 .00 with
SASEto:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Dr., Suite 307
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that decisions about faculty positions
were made by a cornmioee whose
membership changed regularly.
David Powell, professor of chem-
istry artd chair of theConference with
Trustees Committee involved with
initiating rhechatigesctferedanother
reason for the changes. He said that
nianypenxivedaricedfcrcMruiriuity
and consistency, that could be
achieved through one person such as
the vice president for academic af-
fairs.
Hales noted that decisions during
the late 1980s about music depart-
ment faculty positions "crystallized
conflicts" those arose under the pre-
vious system. Other controversies
arose last year, when EPC proposed
theixii-ienewsJoftheColkge'sda-
nce
faculty position.
Under the new system, EPC is
composed of the dean of faculty, the
vice president for academic affairs,
six faculty members and the presi-
dent, as an ex officio member without
a vote. Two students also serve on the
committee.
Local socialist leader proposes
political club for campus
By TODD LEWIS
Agroupof seven studentsmetTues-
day eveninginLowry in an attempt to
organize a socialist club at the Col-
lege.
The meeting, led by local resident
Ian Bums, entailed a series of discus-
sions, including the state of modem .
socialism, what agenda American
socialists should adopt, the failures of
Soviet communism and the successes
of Scandana vian progressivism.
Bums said. "What I'd like to see
here would be a socialist club , which
would have semi-form- al, structured
meetings in which people could dis-
cuss socialist ideas, and would also
have an ability to be activists when the
need arises.
"One of the things I would like is
for the socialist club to be a regis-
tered group on campus, although
Fm not looking to get funding." he
said.
Burns is a member of the Interna-
tional Socialist Organisation, a group
ofapproximately 300 members in the
United States.
Among the topics discussed was
the condiuonof thepolitical left in the
'United Suites.' Burns offered his
party's prospective on President
Clinton, saying, "I think that Bill
Clinton played a role in the real right-war- d
movement of the Democratic
Party in the 1980s as the leader of the
DLC Democratic Leadership Con-
ference.
"The ISO is extremely critical of
Clinton and the Democratic Party in
general," he said.
Bums said, The Democratic Party
has been called the party ofWashing-
ton lawyers, and Icouldn'tagree with
that more.
"Ialways call the Democratic Party
the graveyard of the left. I thnk that
me Democratic Party is an institution
designed to marginalize any sort of
left in this country.
"Thai's the major reason we don't
have a labor party in this country,"
Burns said.
In his discussion of the state of
modern socialism. Burns --said, "We
don't think that a socialist society has
existed. If what was practiced in the
Soviet Union was socialism, then I
.
-- want nothing to do with it."
- Asked- -what he-thou-ght an ideal
socialist government would look like.
Bums said,"A lotofpeople on the left
: have really looked towards Sweden
as a shining light, an example of how
reformism works."
Bums proposed a role for the so-
cialist club as an organizing group for
increased discourse on campus.
He said, "One of the things I am
interested in would be to see a public
debate situation between opposing
groups. For example, if there were an'
anti-cho- ke group on campus, I would
be willing to set up a debate."
Nathaniel Hitt '96 said afterwards,
. "I'm open to the exchange of ideas.
It's a chance to throw around ideas. I
know Ian's agenda; I don't necessar-
ily agree with it all, but I'd at least like
to get some of these things on the
table."
Asked if he thought that the pres-
ence of a socialist forum on campus
would be conducive to the free ex-
change of ideas, he responded,
For my senior I.S., I'm look-
ing for people who grew up
without a TV or people who
had restrictions on how much
TV they could watch.
Please contact me, Betsy
O'Brien, if you fall under one
of these cateaories at Box C- -
Dover, DE 19901 2393 orX-403- 5.
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I.S. funding to be awarded New packet for
Applications due October 8, February 2 rush orientation '93
By GREG SLOUGH
Special to the Voice
This year the College has again
received funds from the Ohio Board
of Regents and the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute to
support Senior Independent
Study projects. - Approxi-
mately will$ 1 1 ,500 in grants will
be disbursed for the purpose
of making possible the high-
est quality independent
projects. Of this amount,
$5,000 will be devoted for I.S.s in the
natural sciences (because it is pro-
vided for by the Hughes Foundation).
These grants may be used to subsi-
dize travel to major libraries, muse-
ums or research facilities, to inter-
view major figures in their fields of
study or to bring nationally-repute- d
scholars tocampus forconsultation or
as a reader for senior theses.
Research support can also be used
to develop and distribute question-
naires with which to gamer informa
Crime Prevention
Week stresses safety
By CHITRALEKHA ZUTSHI
One of the major upcoming events
on campus isCrime Prevention Week
beginning Oct. 2. It is an attempt by
Security in cooperation with SGA,
Campus Council, the Empower Pro-
gram, Every Woman's House and the
Sexual Awareness Program House to
involve the campus community in
ensuring safety on campus.
The week follows a sexual assault
that took place in the vicinity of the
campus last week.
Crime Prevention Week is being
organized on an elaborate scale this
year and coincides with October,
which is Crime Prevention Month.
Acccrimg to Keith James, director
of Security, ""Security is a campus
community concern. It involves a
partnership between the Security Of-
fice and the campus community."
This week is designed to make
safety an issue for the whole College
community.
James stressed the needfor the com-
munity to be aware of precautions it
can take to prevent crimes against
persons or property.
"Although the campus is safe, it
should not engender a false sense of
security," he said. .
"People have a very important role
to play in helping the Security Office
achieve maximum efficiency," he
added.
It is for this reason that Crime Pre-venti- on
week will emphasize theways
in which every individual can be re-
sponsible for his or her own safety, in
tion or to purchase supplies and small
equipment items (software, for ex-
ample) that becomes the property of
the College.
This year the I.S . Committee, com- -
Approximately $11 00 in grants
be disbursed for the purpose of
making possible the highest quality
independent projects.
posed of Deb Shostak, English;
Michael Kern, biology; and Greg
Slough, chemistry, will also distrib-
ute a second category of funds which
will cover registration fees, travel and
accommodations at a national confer-
ence where research results will be
presented.
Students wishing to apply foreither
a research grant or funds for a confer-
ence should use the following guide-
lines: Submit a one page application
form (available through your LS. ad- -
the full knowledge mat Security is
always there toextendahelping hand.
Through this week, if a person
learns even one aspect of personal or
community safety, it will help im-
mensely in the process," said James.
According to James, mis week will
also allow the Security Office to inter-
act atadifferent level with thecampus
community, by communicating its
needs, goals and strategies to them.
In doing so it will involve the com-
munity actively in the safety process,
arid underlme the fact that the Secu-
rityOffice cannot function effectively,
as an independent body.that is devoid
of the community's help and assis-
tance
Full information about the various
activities involved in next week can
be picked up from in front of Lowry
CeaMr tomorrow between 12 pjn.
and 3 p.m.
Some of these activities include an
interview wimKeithJamesonWCWS
and a self-defen- ce demonstration by
Paul Jones, a karate Mack belL Jones
will give pointers on how to protect
oneself on campus in case the need
arises.
The week will also feature a drug
' display by a representative of the
sheriffs department, to increase
awareness on the drug problem, and
different videos that share useful in-
formation about security on college
campuses.
The culmination of this week will
be a speech by the city prosecutor, in
which he will discuss the prosecution
of sexual assault cases.
1
viser or the Student Research Office --
ext. 2576) with a specific budget to
Professor Greg Slough in the chemis-
try department no later than Oct 8. A
second deadline of Feb. 2, 1994, will
also be available for those re--
questing money to present pa-
pers at conferences during the
spring and summer terms.
Include in theproposalaspe-cifi-c
description of the project,
ways that grant funds will be
used and the amount of money
being requested. Also include
a brief supporting statement from the
adviser, indicating that student and
adviser have discussed the proposal
and believe that funding would help
the completion of a high quality
project.
Grants will be awarded to students
with the understanding that they must
provide the committee with a written
summary upon completion of the LS.
explaining how the money was used.
Questions about the grants may be
directed to Greg Slough, at ext. 2014.
ISA provides common ground
By KALYANI MANOHAR
Special to the Voice
Although thegeographyofWooster
may not be tooexciting, thechemistry
of different cultures interacting defi-nite- ly
produces a potpourri worth the
taste.
Thelriternational Student Associa
tion, an organization of both interna-
tional and American students,pn
r'
Unscramble and Win!!
- Complete this important Crime Prevention fact by unscrambling the answer.
90 of all campus crimes are crimes of .
portuopinyt
Clue: The answer is not the name ofan actual crime.
Drop this entry in the box that will be available at any of the events during
Crime Prevention Week October 3--7.
Give the correct answer and fill in the information listed below and you could be one of the six lucky students
who will win a small pizza and a drink compliments of Mom's Truck Stop!
will be October 7 at our last Crime
Name
Deadline for entires
Contest sponsored
By LIZ PUTERB AUGH
Students new to the campus who
areconsidering joining the Greek sys-
tem or simply those with questions
about rushing may want to pick up the
"Rush Orientation Packet."
The packet, created by the Greek
Life Committee (GLC), is the out-
come of this year's rushee orienta-
tion. A requirement outlined by Cam-
pus Council's ad hoc committee pro-
posal last semester, this new program
will be offered every year following
general rush and before first rush "to
describe Greek life on campus and
outline rushing, bidding and new
member education processes."
- "Campus Council did not specify
how Rushee Orientation had to take
place,' Shelly Kay, administrative
intern ofLowry Center and staffmem-
ber of Greek Life Committee, said.
She explained GLC had considered
several options for the program, such
as having a question-and-answ- er ses
vides a common ground to draw to-
gether these different cultures. Con-
trary to popular belief, it does not
confine its membership to interna-
tional students or to Babcock resi-
dents. Itjust so happens that its meet-
ings are held at the Babcock Lounge
every other Thursday at 9 pjn.
One of ISA's primary goals this
year is to integrate cultures from
around the world into the American
Phone
sion with students and Greek leaders
or showing a film, before they de-
cided upon the packet idea.
"Trie premise of thus is totelppcople
make good decisions," said GLC
chairperson Bob Rodda, director of
Lowry Center and student activities.
"If you were ever scared or nervous
about rushing, you don't have to be."
The packet includes tips on rush-
ing, a glossary of terms with defini-
tions of phrases like "bid-matchin- g"
and "new member education," and a
complete schedule of rushing events
and other important dates. It also
contains two students' personal ac-
counts of rushing and their advice to
new rushees.
The packets were distributed atdin-ne- r
yesterday evening in Lowry and
Kiuredge Hall, and will also be avail-
able today at noon.
Students can find more copies in
theStudent Activities Office in Lowry
or with each section and club on
experience. This requires participa-
tion from all sectors of the College
community, and all are invited tojoin.
This is a multi-cultur- al organiza-
tion which does not exclude, in any
way, the participation of American
students.
The ISA sponsors events such as
theInternational Week, AfricaWeek,
Asia Week. Dances of the World and
a party at the Underground.
Prevention Event.
by SGA and the College of Wooster Security Department.
I
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Wooster Insight
A change for the better
After several yean of difficult and controversial decisions by the Educa-tion- al
Policy Committee in regard to faculty positions, the responsibility to
make such decisions has been shifted to the vice president for acadenik affairs.
This shift in responsibilities recognizes the importance of arriving at sound
decisions. The position of vice president for academic affairs holds the
capacity to arrive at such decisions, through the position's ability to consider
faculty position matters through comprehensive, well-inform- ed analyses.
The ultimate success of thenew system awaits theoutcome ofseveral faculty
position allocations. These allocations should ultimately be based upon a
quality education for Wooster students.
Egalitarianism and the Quad
There are certain landmarks on acollege campus that seem to be traditional,
riot just of that campus, but ofnray campuses. A student center, for instance,
oracmralacaclen building oradiapeL The common element to these sites
on a campus is their egalitarian appeal. Any student should feel they have the
same right to use the general facilities of Lowry Center as any other student,
regardless of class year or major or any other circumstance. This sentiment
does r apply toafl areas crfcampus, however. The third floor ofScovd Hall,
for instance, expressly limits use to geology majors with a forbidding sign to
that effect.
Itnow appears that the Quad, our familiar open field between Douglass and
Severance Art Building, maybe falling from tefjmcategory ofcampus areas
into the second. The athletic departmert has highest priority of use of tte
and has chosen to hold numerous afknioon practices bom foou and
lacrosse. Meanwhile, intramural soccer matches are no longer held on the
Quad but on thepractice field near theWooster Inn. The Quad is also no longer
available lostudiforpickHmRisrjeev In
the simplest terms, it would be preferable to use a field so closely tied with
student dormitories as an area open to all student use.-Whi- k the vandtytearns
certainly deserve all the support feasible from the school, it should be
recognized that there are areas where this may infringe on that specific spirit
of egalitarianism that is so important to the College.
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I am writing in opposition to the
NjJLAi. corxfcm campaign sched-
uled tocomrnence onOcter4, 1993.
I believe that it sends a dangerous
message to the students here at
Wooster. It is this kind of message of
false reassurance gets people of all
ages killed or pregnant, and I believe
that students should voice their oppo-
sition to this year's condom cam-
paign.
NAJLAX and its supporters
would defend thecampaign by saying
that protected sex is safer than unpro-
tected sex. This dangerous message
that there is such a thing as "safe sex"
is a fallacy perpetuated by Planned
Parenthood and the media The statis-
tics are. at best, underwhelming.
Condoms are only 90 percent effec-
tive in the prevention of pregnancy
when used correctly, which is less
than 60 percent of the time. With
more complex viruses than ever be-
fore being transmitted sexually.
condoms are only slightly better than
nothing at alL Again, this is only true
Sometimes
"Sucks and stones may break my
bones, butnames will never hurt me."
As children, many of us said these
words to ourselves or yelled them at
others in an effort to dispel the hurt
and anger we felt when they called us
names. But despite our protests, the
names did hurt, worse than the slap
sometimes, especially when we were
taunted for something we had no con-
trol over, such as our race, or our
ethnic group or our religion.
Now that we're grown up and in
college, we're part of a community
where such name-callin- g is viewed
officially for what it is: a deliberate,
willful attempt to hurt, degrade, in
1 wAys.
Letters
hasn't condom sense
if they are used correctly. The only
"safe sex" is abstinence, which is a
word that causes people to cringe.
One cannot become piegnaut or con-tra- ct
a sexually transmitted disease if
not in the prime conditions for such
transmission of bodily fluids.
The idea of casual sex is one of the
most dangerous fallacies that still ex-
ists in our minds. It is this type of
thinking about sex that encourages
multiple partners. It is especially dan-
gerous on college campuses where
peoplecome from different geographi-
cal and sexual backgrounds. Casual
sex is dangerous because many times
one doesn't know their partner's
sexual history well enough to Find out
ifthey've skptaround. Knowing your
partner's sexual history is vital to
avoiding the HTV virus because it can
lie dormant for several years. This
dormancy means that your partner
might be carrying HTV and not even
know it. Yet again, abstinence is key.
A better way to avoid the need for
abortion and costly medical treatment
words can
jure, and perhaps provoke another
person to violence. No parent would
pay $20X00 a year to send a son or
daughter to a college that permitted
him or her to be verbally harassed
without anyoffirial recourse. Harass-
ing speech has never been sanctioned
at the College ofWooster, or at most
colleges and universities. Years ago,
when deans wielded authority over
student life, someone who assaulted
other studentsverbally wouldbecalled
to the dean's office and told in no
uncertain terms that that kind of be-hav- ior
would not be tolerated, and if it
continued, the student would be sent
home. During the 1960s and 1970s,
vteoVx Vovet ike
for STDs is educating people about
the real dangers. By education, I don't
mean telling people, "Having sex is
extrerndy dangerous. However, since
you're going to do it anyway, here's a
conoVxrL"Byechjcatingpeople,Imean
showing them living examples who
dernorisrrate thedangersof casual sex,
and teaching them the key idea of
atetinence. It is only through educa-
tion, not by handling out condoms,
that the students can prevent preg-
nancy and contracting a STD.
Overall, I disagree with the
NAJIAI. campaign to "educate"
people by handing out free condoms.
- It will turn into a huge joke with
friends sending friends condoms with
silly messages on them. The myth of
"safe sex" is perpetuated by this type
ofactivity, and die consequences are
deadly. Instead of handing out
condoms, Ibelieve we should educate
people to avoid theproblem instead of
becoming part of the problem itself.
JOSEPH R. ALLEN 97
hurt
college officials turned much of their
authority to campus judicial bodies
with largely student memberships.
Offenses that everyone knew were
not to be tolerated had to be written
down. And so. Judicial Boards and
Codes of Community and Individual
Responsibility were bom.
Last year Campus Council's Judi-
cial Comrninee reviewed the codes
with particular attention to Section K
of the Code of Social Responsibility,
because we were aware that section
was being misinterpreted and misrep-
resented as a denial of free speech.
please see WORDS, page 6
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Speak Your Mind
BEN FALCONE '96
WORDS
continued from page 5
Some people thought that, if you ex-
pressed in a class or conversation a
view that was seen as insulting or
degrading to another person or group,
you could be hauled before the Judi-
cial Board and charged under Section
IX. Everyone had heard students say
to one another, "You'd better watch
what you say, or you'll be up before J-Bo- ant"
And there have been times,
here and elsewhere, when students
actually threatened to charge other
students for that kind of speech. (At
another college where I was before
coming to Wooste. , two female stu-
dents on the editorial board of the
student literary magazine threatened
a male student contributor with judi-
cial board action because they felt that
his poems were sexist When they
were told that they couldn't use the
judicial system that way, they resigned
from the editorial board in protest.)
Our judicial committee was told last
year by the adviser to J-Bo- ard that
Section K of our Code had never
been used to suppress academic speech
or ordinary conversation among stu-
dents, and that the language we were
adopting was primarily to clarify what
J-Bo-
ard was already doing.
Since I'm the only member of the
judicial committee this year who was
on it last year, I'll try to explain the
recommendations that the committee
made to Campus Council and that
were adopted by the Council last
spring, approved by President
Copeland last summer, and printed in
die Scot's Key this falL Our commit-
tee looked at the codes of all the
colleges in the Great Lakes Colleges
Association and several others to see
howweoouklimproveours.Weknew
some people felt strongly that there
should be no "speech code" at all,
while others might have wanted a
more strongly-warde- d code. A visit
JENNIE LAZOR '96
They all say the same thing and I They could take the paper they use to
never really read them. give us this information and put it all
intoone catalog. Instead ofgiving it to
us bit by bit, piece by piece, tree by
tree.
ing expert told us that state colleges
and universities, in the face of court
actions, have been modifying their
speech codes to make it clearer that
only"fighting words" words likely
to promote violence were forbid-
den.
. Wooster. isn't a state institution,
and we aren't limited to the legal
language, so we retained the existing
prohibition of harassment, coercion,
intimidation and assault, with two
additions. First, we wanted to make it
clear that the College encourages free
expression in the classroom, ateduca-
tional activities and in private conver-
sation, and the Code doesn't abridge
that academic freedom. (We stopped
short of taking one faculty member's
suggestion of saying the College ex-
pects students to challenge other points
ofview, including their teachers', be-
cause we felt that the teachers, not the
Code, should make that point.) So we
added the sentence, "As an academic
community .the College is committed
to the right of its members to partici-
pate in the process of inquiry within
the classroom, in educational pro-
grams, and when engaging in dis-
course with one another."
Second, we wanted to put an end to
the campus myth that any comment
made in casual conversation could
result in J-Bo- ard. So we modified,
"Any act of harassment, coercion,
intimidation or assault," with the
phrase, "which is directed to an indi-
vidual or group by a student of group
of students."
This fall I've been asked why we
didn't remove the phrase that singles
out symbolic actions as a type of
harassment: "The display or use of
symbolsjictures known through a
historical context to be raciallyoff en-av- e."
More recently, the Voice has
suggested that Campus Council actu-
ally made the Code more ambiguous
than it wasbefore. Certainly,a degree
The Wooster Voice Viewpoints
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ALEX HASSMAN '97
U'skind ofsillybecause they send the
jarne information to everyone which
just gets thrown away. They should
have a place where everyone could
just read the information.
of ambiguity remains, and J-Bo- ard
may have to deal with cases that test
that ambiguity. But one could argue
that all legislation is inherently am-
biguous, and that that's why courts
and regulatory agencies have to inter-
pret that law as well as enforce it
.
I think we did .a good job, even
though we left some room for dis-
agreement and interpretation. But it
doesn't take a genius to see a differ-
ence between someone's putting a
Confederate flag on his own wall as a
symbol of regional pride and
someone's drawing a swastika on
another student's door even though
the Confederate flag and the swastika
have racist associations for many.
Mostof us know that an uncouth joke
or slur that puts down an ethnic group
maycome across as harassment when
spoken in the hearing of a member of
that group. And most teachers don't
need the Code to recognize when
someone has crossed the line between
academic discussion and verbal as-
sault in the classroom, or to deal with
that student The Code should not be
applied lightly, but it should be there
to deal with flagrant violations for
which there is no other recourse. Ba-
sically, I don't believe that we ought
to take people to J-Bo- ard for being
young and naive, certainly not for
being opinionated and outspoken, just
for being cruel and vicious.
I don't know whether the judicial
committee will revisit this mam this
year, but I hope it won't unless there's
reason to believe that J-Bo- ard has
started to apply Section IX oppres-
sively. Until then, if it ain't broke,
let's not spend hours trying to fix it
But ifsomeone feels strongly that the
mattershouldbe pursued further, they
should contact any member of this
year's committee.
DAMON HICKEY
(ThewrtierisdirectoroftheLibrary.)
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MARGUERITE JOHNSTON 95
I don't pay attention to them and I mink they're useful. They tell you
usually throw throw them out what kind of stuff the bookstore does.
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NAFTA and prosperity
By helping Mexico, we help ourselves
Charging that theNorth American Free Trade AgreernentwulkillAmerican
jobs J3ermx3atk Congressional Majority LeaderRkardCphardrjroclairn
that he will vote against the president and not support this historic open-tra- de
agreement
Gephardt now joins the diverse company of right-wing- er Pat Buchanan,
billionaire Ross Perot, Rev . Jesse Jackson, and consumer activistRalph Nader.
More importantly, the Gephardt decision may encourage other legislators to
vote against NAFTA. But whose interests will Gephardt's decision serve? It
seems very plausible tostate that the low wage work
MATT FRANK EL force of Mexico will cause many American companies
to go down south. That populistprulosophyniay attract
the American electorate and later votes in an up coming election year. But the
fact of the matter is that although some low wage unskilled jobs will go to
Mexico, the North American Free Trade Agreement will benefit the United
States and the world economy in the long term.
Behind the politics of NAFTA and the image of who is "fighting for
America' are the long-rang- e facts. Mexico's wages have been lower than ours
for years. IfAmerican companies wanted to move south to Mexico they would
have already. American companies have the freedom to move to Mexico
without
Some have, but
not Without the
American work
vast communi-transportati- on
moving down to
not benefit most
companies.
The only
comDanies who
Mexico, through free trade
and more unskilledjobs,
will become richer. ... A
more prosperous Mexico
will enable Mexicans to buy
American goods.
NAFTA
many have
high-quali- ty
force and the
cation and
technology,
Mexico does
American
American
benefit are
ones with low-incom- e, unskilledjobs. These comapnies will now have more
freedom to go to Mexico, through NAFTA. Gephardt and others are basing
their decision on this small fact What they fail to realize is that these low-inco- me
unskilled jobs will help Mexico prosper. It will be these jobs that will
help Mexico become more productive in the future. Once productive,
Mexicans will have money to spend on American goods. It will be these same
American goods which will have freer access into Mexico through NAFTA,
thus, helping American buisness. .
Using a historic perspective, this same debate occurred in our own country
almost 70 years ago. During the 1920s thedeep South, just like Mexico today,
had a very low-inco- me per capita, poor health and labor standards, and
unorganized labor unions. Although some companies moved from the
northeast to the deep south, 70 years later all parts ofourcoinrjry have gained
overall. The Sun Belt has prospered and become a better economic partner.
Meanwhile, the industry in northeastern states has modernized. Massachu-seo- s,
for example, ; while losing many textile rnills and jobs to the South, is now
- - please see NAFTA, page 7
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Crossing the line of civility
When advocacy becomes abused
Something intangible, yet precious, is slipping away
Cram as in America. Al the risk of sounding somewhat
antiquated, we are losing what's left of our civility. On
issues from abortion to gay rights to education, our
political discourse has degenerated from rough-an-d-
tumble to slash-and-bur- n,
ARTHUR J. KROPP seemingly overnight. It's time
for a wake-u- p call: This isn't
advocacy, it's abuse.
Item: In Wichia and Topeka. a virulently anti-ga-y
religious group has repeatedly picketed the funerals of
AIDS victims, holding up hateful signs and placards in
die faces of mourners.
Item: At a Congressional hearing m March sparked by
the murder ofDr. David Gunn, two bodyguards watched
over another abortion provider as he testified that he had
already received three death thrrats
of his own. Other medical prof es-sion- als
have found their faces on
Hanted" posters, their mailbaxes
stuffed with bate mail and their
families harassed.
Item: In CaAkUakxal rabbi
working to get a facts-base- d sex
education curriculum in the kxal
schools received threatening phone calls. A parent work-in- g
wuh him had her car shot at. A judge mediating the
legal dispute received threats to the lives of his children
and a bouquet of black roses.
These are not random incidents, or the work of a few
irltni craziesoperating in KKK-tt- y le anonymiry.These
acts are the products of organized movements for which
abuse, properly targeted, has become a badge of honor.
An unrepentara Randan Terry, whose Operation Rescue
has harassed thousands of health clinic professionals,
says his group is prepared to "expose them, humiliate
them, and disgrace them." And the leader of the AIDS
funeral picketers in Kansas, one Rev. Fred Phelps, re-
cently bragged that all the press attention gave him a
"bully pulpit."
Since Dr. Gunn's death, there has been some press
speculation that this nasty new trend in political tactics
stems from the shift in power in Washington and a
resulting mood of anger and frustration. Perhaps that is
NAFTA
continued from page 6
the leading state in high technology
arrestment and is among the richest
in the nation.
These same changes will occur for
the United States through NAFTA.
Mexico, through free trade and more
on skfllrdjobs, will become richer. By
opening Mexico to global competi-
tion, it wul become a more stable
neighbor. Higher economic growth
in Mexico wul reduce illegal immi-
gration into the United States, be-
cause Mexican companies will be
strong and able to employ their own
people. A more prosperous Mexico
wul enable Mexicans to buy Ameri-
can goods. Lower tariffs, through
part of it. But the full picture of politics in America today
suggests that the decline ofcivility is both wider and deeper
than that.
For one thing, abusive political tactics are far from an
exclusively right-win- g phertomenon. A group of radical
gay activists clearly crossed the line in disrupting worship-
pers at New York's St. Patrick's Cathedral several years
ago. Some animal rights protesters are notorious for their
in-your-- face harassment of anyone who wean fur. And on
me front lines in the abortion battle, harsh wcrds and threats
can fly both ways.
Right or left, such flouting of basic norms of decency
seems to be the political reflection of a growing epidemic
of intolerance. Hate crimes are on the rise; racial incidents
are spreading on college campuses; and gay-bashi- ng has
become such a routine part of the urban landscape that
citizen patrols are now forming
Right or left, such flouting of
basic norms ofdecency seems
to be the political reflection ofa
growing epidemic of
intolerance.
m more and more cities.
While hate crimes may be
punishable by law, however,
the political abusers can usu-a- Hy
take cover behind the First
Amendment.
Certainly, curbing free
speech is not the answer to this
troubling trend. Yet merely protecting the right to speak
without condemning the abuse is a morally neutered stand.
Askxgaswriatyxxidofbrahvmg.wroycareorwhatyou
believe can bring on a shower of harassment arid threats,
our society is in deep trouble.
More and more Americans will opt out of any form of
participation if it means becoming somebody else's punch-
ing bag.
Stopping the cycle of abuse won't be an easy task. To
begin with, all of us left and right must hold the
abusers publicly accountable for the impact of their ugly
tactics on flesh-and-Wo- od human beings. Beyond that, we
have to stop yelling at each other, and start talking and
listening to each other. If we don't, America may not have
a future worth arguing about
Arthur J. Kropp. a Woosier alumnus, is president of
People For the American Way. Mr. Kropp will be
speaking Tuesday in Gault Recital Hall.
NAFTA, win make American goods
nxreavauaMe toother cxxm tries. This
wiU make the United States stronger.
Conservative and liberal trade ac-
tivists have contended that the pros-
perity of the United States is depen-
dent on promoting an open trade sys-
tem free of tarrifs. NAFTA win
provide such a mutually benefitial
system for Mexico, theUnited States,
and Canada. In recent years, with the
strong influence of the new world
order talk of open markets have be-
come a reality. This is evident in the
GATT, which ifpassed .will open up
markets across the world.
It is time the United States takes the
lead in our global economy. Coun-
tries like Japan and Germany have
very high tariffs for foreign compa-
nies, this has hurt the United States
and has helped cause a tremendous
trade deficit. Passage NAFTA will
show the rest of the world mat the
United States wants open markets.
This assertive step in leading the free
world to a more open market system
will ultimately help American com-
panies.
Instead of looking at the possible
small job loss for Americans, Major-
ityLeader Gephardt and others should
seeNAFTAasa way ofcreating great
positive change for American compa-
nies, Mexico, and the future ofglobal
economy.
Matt Frankel is an editorial writer
for the Voice
Listen to your mother:
Eat your vegetables!
What isWorld Vegetarian Day? SimpJy.itisaday designed to helpooe think
about the issue of vegetarianism by choosing to eat non-me- at foods and to learn
about the beneficial effects ofa non-me- at diet on work) problems such as
ERIN DRHSTADT
and --
LISA FOOTE
hunger, environmental destucuon and inhumane and
unproductive practices of raising animals for human
consumption. A vegetarian diet is also directly
related to better personal health.
According to the U.S. General. 70 percent of
deaths in the US are related to diet, including the
overccnsuxnponcif beef and other sauir Heart disease and cancer
have been directly connected to overindulgence of animal foods. Americans
alone eat an astounding 25 percent ofan the beef consumed m the entire workt
It has been calculated that there are lOcows toevery person in the UnitedStates,
and that's not even counting the tons of beef that we import!
Further, in this country 80 percent of com and 95 percent of oats are eaten
by livestock. This same percentage ofgrain couldfeedabottlJbillion people.
But in the United States there are only
about 250,000,000! Think for a mo-me- m
about how many of the world's
hungry could be fed. When we eat
animal products, though, we are not
getting the benefit of the original nu-
trition of the original grains that the
livstcckarefed. In cycling the grains
through animals we lose 90 percent of
the protein, 99 percent of carbohy-
drates and 100 percent of the dietary
fiber in those foods.
Overcorisurnption of meat is one
of the leading threats to the Earth's
ecology.
In order to produce the supply for
our meat demand, 25 percent of Cen--
destroved since 196a In Costa Rica 79--T7 1JL j-BZ-J;2rV i I
only 17 percent of its original
rainforest, which once made up nearly
all of the country, remains.
Meat production wastes our mini-
mal supply ofwater and energy. The water used to supply Americans with meat
is about 1 90 gallons per person per day, which is twice theamount of water used
each day in a typical American home for all purposes. It takes 2500 gallons of
water to produce a pound of meat, but only 25 gallons to produce a pound of
wheat.
The wastes from livestock are dumped in our waterways, therby polluting
them. Livestock agriculture, because of its high levels of contaminated
fertilizers and insectisides, is responsible for40 percent of the harmful nitrogen
and 35 percent of harmful phosporus in our waterways. Nitrogen and
phosphorus directly cause an unbalanced aquatic ecosystem.
The energy used to supply meat and poultry to one American is equal to 50
gallons of gasoline.
Meat production is alsoacontributor to global wang.Tne overabundance
of cafthf now being raised for meat consumption emit methane, a potent
greenhouse gas, through their digestive process. One-thir- d of a pound of
methane is released into the air per pound ofbeef yielded. Including the carbon
dioxide released from the fuels in animal farming, each pound of steak has the
greenhouse warming effect of a 25-mi- le drive in a typical American car.
In terms of productive land use, 15 vegetarians can be fed on the same
amount of land that it takes to feed one person on a meat-base- d diet
Ifyou think that just being a vegetarian for one day makes no diffen)ce,ftink
about it on a slightly larger scale. Every little bit adds up. Reducing, even
slightly, your personal cortsumption ofmeat is a great step m the right direction
toward helping out the environment, world hunger and your health. So think
about, celebrate and enjoy being a vegetarian for one day! Look for the green
ribbons.
Erin Dreistadt and Lisa Foote.
are members of Environmental Concerns ofStudents (E.C.OS.).
In order to feature the perspectives, of various constituencies, The Wooster Voice is accepting
op-e-ds from representatives of campus organizations. For more information and writer's
guidelines, please contact the viewpoints editor.
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In search of the perfect pizza . . .
By DIANE BURTCH
AMANDA JUNKIN
Pizza cafeteria food around the
country has turned college students
out into the streets to find this, the
perfect form of alternative
nourishment. With the spirit of this
quest in mind, the Voice decided to
venture into the streets of Wooster in
search of the perfect pizza. We
sampled the typical pepperoni pizza
from the five biggest names in town.
Papa John's: -
We started off with Papa John's,
thinking we'd break in ihe new place
in town. We were told there would be
a half-ho-ur wait. However, forty-fiv- e
minutes later, with hunger pangs
gnawingat our bellies, ourpizza finally
arrived. The product definitely lived
up to its renowned reputation in
Wooster.- - The crust was baked to
perfection, a soft, golden brown. The
sauce wasjust right, not too bitter and
not too sweet the ideal mixture of
tcaTia tors andherbs and spices. Layers
of gooey cheese were piled on.
However, we did have one problem
wimourpizza: Thepepperoni i topping
was a bit scarce.
True, Papa John's
is one of the more
expensiveplaces in
town, but the
quality of their
product and their
pizza value deals
definitely makes up
for this slight price
increase. Overall,
we were very
satisfied with the
Papa John's dinin g
experience.
Plus One
Our pizza arrived
promptly and was
devouredjust as
promptly as we
the real world
By AARON SKRYPSKI
As members of the class of 94
receive their diplomas this spring and
prepare to venture into the Seal"
world, many questions willcross their
minds. Onempertkailarwfflprotebly
be, ?fow that I'm out ofcollege, do I
really have toknow what I'm going to
do with my life?" While some will
remain just as confused as they were
before graduation, most students have
a clear idea about the direction their
careers will take.
One service available on campus to
help students make decisions about
their futures is the Career
Development and Placement Center
(CD&P). The CD&P's goal is to
place students irito graduateprograms
or job openings which fit the students
needsbcm beforeandaftergraduation.
TheCT)&Phasamultitudeofways
to aid student'sentranceinto graduate
school or the work force. The CD&P
provides information on rankings,
which categorize the schools on basis
ofrheircunxulums anddegrees. Also
availabk is infarnatkM on thevaries
tests required to enter different grad-schoo- ls.
The CD&P also assists students m
finding summer employment and
cporturiiuesfcr internships. Kitamu
Bamfield 94 was able to anain an
internship position with a Detroit
television station ownedbyaChrisriao
were most content
with our order. We found the crust to
be heavenly a light, airy, fluffy
-- concoction. The sauce was sweet and
tangy. There was a generous and
scrumptious layer of cheese and
pepperoni. Included with every pizza
is an Italian spiced garlic dipping
sauce. With their buy-one-get-one-f- ree
deal, Plus-On- e is the most
reasonable deal in town.
Uetnng ready
tf.- -
1
ministry. Bamfield said that she"used
the CD&P early," and was able to get
a jump on summer positions.
She said the CD&P helped her
write her resume and advised her on
internships. Like many seniors,
Bamfield has left her post-graduati-on
plans open. She does not want to
narrow herself, but she does feel her
internship will "open many doors."
Michael Dawson 94 plans on
attending law school. Dawson found
the senior orientation presented by
the CD&P to be helpful in post-
graduate planning.
Dawson said he feels he also hasn't
taken full advantage of the CD&P.
He said,! think that they will be very
useful in the future."
Dawsonplans to utilize theCD&P's
credential files, which are files of
reference and other helpful
information that theCD&P will make
available to employers.
Another resource the CD&P
provides isjob listings. These maybe
categorized by type, by pay, or by the
city in which they are located. In
addition, the CD&P offerscounseling
on major choices and future career
derisions. It also shows students
ways in which class and
extracurricular choices may aid in
future career choices.
Darla Alexander 94 has decided to
attend grad school. However, she has
found a good summer job already.
'
.
Domino's:
Thirty minutes or less guaranteed!
Our pizza did indeed arrive in thirty
minutes. Too bad it was half-ra- w.
The crust was chewy and under-
cooked. But after that initial bite, one
could get used to the doughy crust
because the toppings were delectable.
t
Perspectives from
campus pizza-eate- rs
Which pizza do you like the best in town and wby?
"Pizza Hut Because they also serve beer..."
"Papa John's. The crust is good. It's chewier than
the others. It's not too thick or too thin."
"Plus One. It's the cheapest"
"Papa John's. I like the sauce. Their pizza tastes the
best too bad it's so expensive." ,
"We don't getpizza that often... whoever has the best
coupons."
"Pizza Hut They have the best crust and they use
quality ingredients. Too bad they don't deliver."
"K-- D. Because of the coupons in the Baby Book."
TJohn's.Thewaythattheydoitissogood. It's
pizza ecstasy.
Alexander has secwed a position with,
a children's residential facility called
Beach Brook.
Alexander will be working with
children and will be gaining valuable
experienced theprocess. She will be
studying devek)pmental and clinical
psychology and counseling in grad
school, and feels that this position is
well-suit- ed for her.
The CD&P's library is large, with
Generous layers'
of cheese and
pepperoni had
been deliriously
piled on. '. The
pepperoni was a
bit on the greasy
side, but it was
deliriously spicy.
Oh,ifonlywehad
requested extra
cooking time!
With the coupons
and discounts for
the campus
community, the
pizza is also a
good value.
photo by ANDREA KD3BY Pizza Hlltl
Mmmm. There's nothing quite like the smell of a piping hot pizza. Unfortunately,
our Pizza Hut
here in Wooster does not deliver their
pizza directly to your door. This was
one strike against them already as we
had tojourney out into town in search
of food. We found out that our pizza
had been prepared in record time
a mere seven minutes! It was truly
amazing that it could have gotten so
--scorched so quickly. The crust was
thick, chewy-grease-coat- ed and
renwtelyremimscentc shoe-leath- er.
fjThe cheese and sauce had been burnt
up into nearly unidentifiable patches
of brown crunch. The pepperoni (or
was it bacon?) was fried to a crispy
consistency. I don't think we'll be
stopping to smell the pizza here very .
often. .Surprisingly, the prices atPizza
Hut are higher than the other places in
town, even with theirpolicy ofa 10
discount with a College I.D.
K D:
We didn't have to wait very long for
our K--D pizza. It arrived within 20
minutes afterwehad placed ourorder.
Unfortunately, we realized we should
have made trie long trek to Lowry as
we wereextremely disappointed with
our pepperoni pizza. The crust was a
doughy, thick, flavorless mouthful of
cardboard. The sauce was sickeningly
sweet and extremely spicy, and the
cheese was quite rubbery. The only
advantage to ordering K--D is that it is
cheap, especially if one is lucky
enough to have handy one of those
little coupons that we always seem to
be getting in the mail.
Thanks to those establishments who
donatedproductsfor this comparison.
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. photo by ANDREA KTBBY
Papa John's, the newest addition to the Wooster food
strip, has quickly become a College favorite.
volumes to help studentsofany major
findajobormtemship. TomBenchea,
this year's CD&P intern, said that the
materials in the library areall current,
and they really can help students find
jobs or internships. Benchea stressed
thevalueoftheCD&Pforallstudents.
He said by checkingout theCD&P's
resources students will find a lot of
information at their disposal.
If you are a senior and are getting
panicky now because the end of die
year is approaching, there really isn't
a need to worry, Assistant Director of
theCD&PLaura Bey sakL TheCD&P
."can work with seniors who are
undecided."
The CD&P offers various
symposiumsandworkshops designed
not only for those who have years to
enter thejob market but also for those
who will do so in a few short months.
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As fall wraps its frosty breath around our campus, squirrels frantically
scamper around in fierce competition for the biggest and the best .
acorns.
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Squirrels invade Wooster
By JAMIE CHRISTENSEN .
Special to the Voice
Finding a squirrel on Wooster's
campus is as easy as shooting a fish
in a barrel.
Itseems that everywhere you look,
there are any number of squirrels
foraging for acorns and nuts,
scampering upand (town tree trunks,
and chattering amongst themselves
or at the saxk as they (the students)
walk to classes.
Many people wonder why there
are so many squirrels at the College
andhow they got here. Floyd Downs,
aprafesscrinubntogydepaffiiKnt,
said mat the squirrels "are pretty
common animals in any place that is
fairly open and campus-like-." The
squirrels are especially attracted to
our oak trees and their ample supply
ofacorns. Downs added that the Oak
Grove behind Galpin is an excellent
example of where the squirrels like
to call "home,"
As the seasons change here at
Wooster, one can only wonder bow
the squirrels survive during the
winter. Downs said. They build a
leafy nest up in the oaks and on the
very cold days they sleep." On the
warmer days in the winter they'll
come down from the trees and find
the acorns that they ve hidden during
the CalL "Winter is always a tough
time for any animal that lives in an
area like this" added Downs.
A squirrel almost fell on me
0006," said Frits Haverkamp '97 of
one Sveird" encounter he had with a
campus squirrel.
"I was studying outside of Calpin
when all of a sudden stuff from one
of the trees started falling on me.
Then, out of nowhere, a squirrel
landed a couple of feet from me. I
freaked out. It looked just like
Batman.' he said.
Jennifer Kelly 97 thought that
the squirrels are "annoying because
they drop acorns on you." Another
squirrel enthusiast. Shannon
Tennant, '97,said,"I think the black
ones with the big triangle ears look
like mutated bats."
Even if you aren't exactly "nuts"
about trie squirrels here at Wooster,
there is one thing that seems certain:
they are here to stay.
From "Seinfeld'' to 'Martin'? to 30210?
ByZACHVEILLEUX
Pizza and TV. It's a combination
like no other. They go together like --
shoesand socksorpencils and erasers.
Food forthe body and me mindLRebef
from the dining hall and the work
overload. They're perfect So now
that you've got your pizza options
straight, take a minute to think about
what you watch.'
On any given evening, and most
afternoons, mere's not a TV lounge'
on campus that doesn't have its TV
blaring. There will be a small
collection of students huddled around
in the dark, with their undistracted
attention focused on the small grainy
box from which a constant
boinbardment of images and sounds
is being emitted. You can watch the
reflected colorful light dance in their
eyes. When something is funny, they
break out into laughter in perfect,
unrehearsed unison. When something
is sad. a tiny pool of tears forms
delicately in the bottom ofseveral sets
of eyes. With tr astonishing C003CS
a roomful ofotherwise normal people
with their mouths hanging just a Hole
- bit open, and their eyes just a tiny bit
bigger than osuaL And when the
wmrdrigbasietismaorttewkicirig
touchdown is scored, half the room
will jump outof their chain in ecstasy
while the other half slowly collapses
into a slouched mass of
fisappointrnent That's howpowerful
that smaO grey box sitting proudly on
. 1V 1
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A typical Monday night in the TV lounge. Wooster students take a
study break to tune in to their favorite shows. Pizza optional.
its mobile altar really B.
But how exactly do COW students
use that box? What do we watch?
When do we watch? Why do we
watch? Wooster students appear to
watch on average between 3 and 7
hours per week of the tube, compared
wim a similar amount daily among
the test of the country.
As it turns out. quite a few students
have aTV m their room. And most of
them don'tjustwatch SCOLA. Many
students use theirTV merely as a way
to relax and unwind occasionally.
"During my senior year.Ican tell that
TVBgoingPbenccwsaiypnMmtain
my sanity!" said one student Some
students who say they watch as many
as six hours ofTV aweek, can tname
afavoriteshow.orone they arecareful
not to miss. They seem to not care
what's on, as long as it's some cheap
entertainment tokeep them busy for a
few hours.
On the other hand, many students
have shows that they couldn't miss
for the world. "Martin" seemed to be
a favorite. Also ranking highly were
"Beverly Hills 90210," "Melrose
Place," "Seinfield," "Dave
Letterman," . "The Simpsons,"
"Northern Exposure" and "Three's
Company." There also seem to be
many students who use their TVs
primarily for sports andor movies,
and seldom tune anything else in.
While TV might not exactly be the
root ofall evil, there are many people
who believe that it's notvery healthy,
either. TV wastes your mind," said
one student Some people feel that
TV programming these days has
become allbutan insult to intelligence.
Another student dramatically stated,
"Television has replaced religion as
the opiate of the masses, fueled by the
demon known as the popular media."
In the quest for high ratings, networks
are shunning "family" entertainment
for sex, violence, and "Beavis and
Bunhead."
Some students view this transition
as detrimental to society, while for
others, the more sex and violence, the
better.
And then there are those who found
life just too much to bear after the
ending of "Cheers" last spring.
The television is a major influence
on the lives of just about anybody
living in the United States today.
While weCoQegeofWooster students
don't get more than a few channels,
and they don't always even come in
very well, that doesn't stop us from
contributing our fair share to the
vegetation of the youth.
Cruising
in style
By SUSAN ALBERS
Ever since that moment a couple of
years ago when an impatient DMV
employee handed you your brand new
freshly laminated driver's license with
afalsesmue,youVedreamtof owning
a car. For some that dream has come
true, while for others, that four-wheel- ed
trarisportationalunitisstilla
little out ofreach. But wander around
the parking kxs atWooster.and you're
sure to find a wide variety of vehicles.
According to Campus Security,
Wooster is one of the few colleges
that allows first-ye- ar students through
seniors to have cars on campus, and
has a total of 396 registered vehicles
filling its parking lots.
Do you ever think about what kind
of car you would buy with the
equivalent ofone year's tuition? What
land of vehicle would you choose if
handed a blank check to purchase the
car of your choice? When asked to
describe their ultimate dream car
Wooster students responses range
from "who needs a car? we should all
walk" to "a cherry red Porsche 911".
Erie Lingenfelter 97 describes his
dream car to be a "Shelby Cobra, the
only car ever made that can go from 0
to lOOmpbin 13 seconds." Another
student says bis dream car would be
"ared two-se-at sports car who cares
what make or models."
The most interesting dream car,
however, was one with "the body ofa
VW bug chassis ofanMininQ45
acceleration of Apollo TV and the
manual gearshift ofa Toyota Celica,
in British racing green."
However, other students, such as
Eric Butka 97, say that if they were
given the monetary equivalent of one
year's tuition at Wooster, they would
buy a vehicle such as an Intrepid or
Saturn.
In contrast, one sophomore sheds a
new light onto the question. She
states, If the car gets you where you
want to go why pay me same amount
of money mat you could put on a
down payment for a house? I would
be thrilled to have any car at afl."
What types of cars do Wooster
students really own? In a survey of
the Wagner. Armington. and
Kenarden parking lots, an
overwhelming ratio of domestic
versus foreign shows that U.S. cars
are the predominate choice of the
majority of students. The most
prevalent choice is Ford, followed by
Chevrolet However, Hondaappears
to rank closely at third, with a large
number of Civics and Accords. The
varieryofveracfaincludes everything
from a brand-ne- w forest-gree- n
Mustang convertible to a mustard-yelkwYugothat'sjustaboutread- yto
die. Yet one can't help but notice the
numbered sporty new can that a few
please see CARS, page 9
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fortunate student just couldn't bear to
leave at home. Among these top of the
line vehicles art Probes, Eagle Talons,
5.0 Mustangs, and Fieros,just to name
few.
For the earless, merely owning a car
seems lieuwould be great,but people
who have cars still have problems.
Students with cars often complain
aboutpaiidng on campus. "The college
needs more parking lots. Or don't
allow first-yea- rs to have cars," said
one student Just because you own a
car doesn't mean it's going to be easy
to get to once you want to use it.
Studentswuhcanalsocomplainabout
about maintenance hassles and
expenses. Keeping suchacomplicated
piece of machinery running isn't
always an easy task.
With a campus as small as Wooster
and the fact that on-cam-pus students
are forbidden to drive to class, one
would think that a car would be
unnecessary. However, many
The Wooster Voice Feature Page 9
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For those students who opt for a more versatile and inexpensive mode
of transportation, there's always this stylish alternative to the car.
student's disagree saying that, "it is
nice tohave thesecurity and theopuon
to be able to leave campus to go to the
storeor to town." Onejunior says that
she drives off campus at least three
times a week and drives home
occasionally. However, manyofthose
who do not own a vehicle don't feel
this is a problem, but wish for a car
sometime in the near future.
Rugby team plays on
By MORGAN McDONALD
"It started wim a group of Betas a
while ago," said Duncan Jones, on the
origin of the Rugby team. Since its
inception several years ago. Wooster
rugby has changed from an
unorganized group toa self-support-ed
team independent of the College of
Wooster.
InaleuexfromKennethPlusquellec,
Dean ofStudents, in January of 1989,
he stated that it would no longer be
possible for the Rugby Club to be
supported by the College in any
manner, due to a lack of financial
resources. "Any continued
participation inRugby by individuals
who are students at the College is by
their own choice and with the
understanding that theCollege neither
supports nor condones this activity."
Yet students continued to play
Rugby on the quad. After further
discussion with the administration,
however, a conclusion, has been
reached that the team is no longer
affiliated in any manner with the
College. SaidJonesofthe team's new
identity, "Its going very, very well. I
don't think I'd want to be a club."
Last weekend, several players
travelled to Cleveland after being
invited by contacts in the Rugby
Union. The Woosterplayers observed
a game between the A team of
Cleveland East and the Cleveland
West's A team. Proceeding that
competition, the B teams played, and
Weeramuni was invited to play for
Cleveland East Then many Wooster
playersparticipated inareJaxed match
with players Cram Cleveland. The trip
was beneficial as Wooster players
made several contacts.
Both the men's and women' s teams
will be holding all practices and home
games atmeLuke IncorporatedSoccer
Field. The first games for both the
men and women are scheduled for
tomorrow-a- t 11 a.m. and 2 pjn.
respectively.
0Ncwyou can go to the library
Meracth programs on CD-RO- M
cot every sub from politia to physiology.
And tbey incorporate sound, animation, music
and video dtps. So ordinary topics become
more exciting, invokingand relevant.
Because a single CD-RO- M auc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you U be able b
mslantty access encydopeduis, dictionaries and
extensktdatabases-aUwilbtbedickcfamo- use.
CD-RO- M technology brings vast new
capabilities to Ox desktop. Which is why, soon,
more and more computers trill include a CD-RO- M
drive. Buy one, andyou're making an
investment that Kill last you well into thefuture.
.
vi-tS.yi'- n I HiiHIi y I in M
Apple Macintosh Cenlris" 610
8230 with CD-D3-M, Macintosh Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard IL
Brine your papers, projects andpresentations to
life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
oj typefonts-all available on CU-KO- M.
Plug in apair ofselfpowered
. speakers and the CD-RO- M drive plays audio
CDs too so you can icon away,
while listening toyour favorite music.
1 r a-- --
Uacintosb Promo
CDgift pack FREE.
We 'll even help you start
your own CD-RO- M library. Buy the
Macintosh Cenlris 610 now, andyou'd
also recewe at CD-RO- M gmpack:
two ate that include an electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive
rock videos, musk foryour audio
CD player and more (worth $327).
CD-RO- M technology puis libraries of informal
taixlerlesycwtowTjrkvs there, a& abort flnanc
the Macintosh Cenlris" 610 wth(TR0Mearriyai11alsorece discover thepowerof Macintosh! TtepctobeyourbestT w.
For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
, 201 Taylor Hall, x2252
brlK Htmm0 t ukarWml
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ILove Letters'9 fMI of comic Miches
Bj SUSAN WITTSTOCK
The theatre department's produc-tionofAJLGurney'sal- xve
Letters"
last weekend was a resounding suc-
cess. The play, performed by Sara
Paabn and R ichaxd Figge, sold out for
both its Friday and Saturday night
shows. The s ow was well acted and
proved enjoyable right from the time
that the lights first came up.
"Love Lciters" is an unusual play in
that it consists solely of two charac-
ters yitting on stage reading letters
thai they have wriuen to each other.
The letters span a fifty year relation-
ship between Andrew Ladd and Mel-
issa Gardner, beginning with an invi-
tation to Melissa's birthday party in
the second grade.
Andrew and Melissa are an un-
likely match: Andrew loves to write,
conies from a steady family, and be--
r
i
provided by NEWS SERVKES
Sara Fatten as Melissa Gardner.
lAVEd brings his
By KENDRA HANCOCK
Forget about your troubles; forget
all your sorrow.
You're a beggar today, a king to-
morrow.
Baby.don't you worry,when things
go wrong.
Lift up your voices.
And help me to ting this song.
Big Bobby Blue Bland
Bobby Bland's "Don't Cry No
More" represents the essence ofbbxs,
the music of both the southern coun-
tryside and the urban night club.mrus
book. The Spirituals and the Blues."
James RCone refers to the bluesas "a
secular spnitnaL" This b an apt de-
scription, for the blues is brimming
with "soul," yet a is not religious m
tfie way that spirituals are. Blues
takes for its inspiration human life
and presents a contradiction in the
same way that life does. Romance,
heartache, joy and tragedy embrace
each other in the music of the blues.
The blues keeps discourse with real-
ity. The blues is "honest music."
comes a pillar of the community;
Melissa is an artist, comes from a rich
but broken home, and is never able to
settle into a conventional lifestyle.
Through the letters, the audience learns
about the lives, loves and heartbreaks
of the two characters. The show is
full of comic touches but alsoconveys
the darker sides of life.
Even before the actors appeared on
stage, it was possible to form an idea
about what the characters would be
like. There was a long trussle table
with two chairs on either side of it and
a small pedastal table on the other side
of one Qf the chairs. Onechairwasa
stitf looking brown chair while the
other was setter in appearance with
cushioning.
Even though the set was very
simpie, it managed to reflect the per-
sonalities of the characters. The
lighting of the show was also simple,
with four lights creating one overall
spotlight for the chair area. The stage
was set perfectly for the minimalisuc
nature of the show, allowing the play
itself to be the focus.
Sara Panon acted the role of Mel-
issa while RichardFigge playedAndy .
Panon, a graduate of Wooster, is now
the vice president of development at
the College. She has performed in
The Lion in Winter," The Guards-
man," and "Brecht on Brecht" among
other productions.
Figge is the chair of the Wooster
German department. His interest in
theatre is reflected in the courses he
teaches on German drama and his
German play prediction course en-
titled the Theaierpraktikum. He also
teaches German language and cul-
ture. He has loured widely with the
Blues became popular in the late
1920s when it made its transition from
the country to the city. It had existed
for marry yean prior to this national
recognition. Cone estimates that it
made its official appearance in the
latter part of the nineteenth century
and that its roots exiending to Africa.
,
mTJrtenBli"ChariesKeil ex-
plains that originally blues music was
sung without instrumental accompa-
niment. As the music travelled and
gained larger audiences, saxophone,
guitar, piano, drums and trombone
became common, notjust as a backup
for the music, but as part of the music
itself. Marc lipkin, director of pub-
licity atAliigator Records, asserts that
the blues is a direct source of inspira-
tion for rock 'nroIL Rock n roll has
in turn influenced the blues, acting as
a Tiller" between the older and the
newer blues styles.
LA Ed and the Blues Imperials are
a band whose style Lipkin describes
as "raw." In this way. their music
bears a striking similarity to the blues
of an earlier era. One of LiT Ed
one-ma- n play "Clarence Darrow "and
acted in the local show A Walk in the
Woods." "Mass Appeal," and Tales
of the Lost Formicans."
The artistic adviser was Liz Mang,
whose directing credits include The
Miracle Wcrfcer,"Ttorneo andJ uliet,"
The Diary of Anne Frank," and "A
Walk in the Woods." She is a resident
of Wooster.
Both actors did a fine job. They
acted almost the entire show from
their seated positions and yet man-
aged to convey a lifetime's worth of
emotions. With such a limited area of
space in which to work, it was essen-
tial that they include the little details
that can shade in acharacter. This they
managed to do beautifully.
One example of this attention to
detail is demonstrated by the way each
performer dealt with the actual papers
on whichthe letters were wriuen. Figge
neatly deposited his letters into a tidy
stack on the little table while Panon
carelessly dropped hers onto the floor.
They also did a fine job of physi-
cally creating their characters. Panon
being particularly adept at this. While
the letters of childhood were being
read, she sat with her knees inward
and feet sprayed out to the chair legs.
As her character became older, her
posture became straighter and she
crossed her legs. At one point,
.
Melissa's letter said she had a broken
leg. so Patton stuck out her leg as if it
were broken. Their use of body lan-
guage was realistic, believable and
helped to make the play enjoyable.
The play had many humorous parts
that showed off Figge and Panon's
comic timing, foorie particularly funny
scene, Andy wrote a xeroxed Christ--
blues to Orrville
William's most important role mod-
els was his uncle, LB. Huno. a tal-
ented slide guitar player in Chicago
from the fifties through the 1970s.
Lil' Ed and the Blues Imperials
consists of four members. Lil Ed
sings, his naif-broth- er JamesTookie"
Yourplaysbass,KellyLittleton plays
the drums, and Mike Garrett plays the
guitar. They began their pubhc career
as a blues band in 1973 when they
performed at dub on Chicago's west
side called Big Duke's Blue Flame.
The rnembers were paid six dollars for
their first show. Lil' Ed worked at a
car wash and Pookie drove a school
bus.
In 1986, over a decade later, they
were finally discovered by the presi-
dent of Alligator Records, Bruce
Iglauer. Never having recorded in a
studio, the group played the blues the
way that they always had, as if they
were in front of a live audience. After
a three hour session and a case ofbeer,
they had a contract
Three alburns later, Lil' Ed and the
Blues Imperials are still going strong.
ltiprovided by NEWS SERVICES
Richard Figge as Andrew Ladd.
mas letter that bragged profusely about
his family. The letter became sillier
and sillier the longer it went on and
Figge and Panon played it for all it
was worth, much to the audience's
enjoyment. Not only were Figge and
Panon good at portraying the comic
moments, they were also believable
during the more serious moments
throughout the play. Each character
ran a gamut of emotions that the
actors deftly displayed.
Since the play consists of reading
letters, each actor spent half of the
time speaking and spent theother half't
reacting. Both showed themselves to
be equally entertaining doing both.
The play was approximately an hour
and a half long and moved quickly
due to the skill of the performers.
Those who were fortunate enough to
see it witnessed a fine piece of the-
atre.
Roughhousin' came out in 1986 and
was followed by Chicken, Gravy. A
Biscuits in 1989. Their most recent
album which came out in 1992 is
called What YouSeelswhat You Gtu
Theyhave been all over the United
States as well as to Australia, Japan,
and Europe. lipkin calls Lil Ed a
"very fiery showman" and tells of a
concert in Japan where the audience
was "ripping his clothes off like he
was Elvis." Recently, Lil' Ed was the
opening act for a cross-count- ry tour
which included Lormie Brooks, Koko
Taylor. Elvin Bishop and Katie
Webster.
On Saturday. October 9. Lil' Ed
and the Blues Imperials will make an
appearance at the University of Akron-
-Wayne College, 1901 Smucker
Road in Orrville. Their performance
will begin at 8 pjn. Tickets are on sale
at the Wayne College Bookstore (1-800-221- -8308
or 683-2010- ). For$12
in advance and $13 at the door, you
can purchasea night ofwhat 77rVew
York runes calls "raw-bone- d, old-fashio-ned
Chicago blues."
FRIDAY, OCT. 1
Happy Hour, The Underground
5 pjn.-6:4- 5 pjn.
Video Night, TheUnderground,
50 cents
8 pjn. "S ingles" "Bright and
funny, this movie made me feel
good." --Roger Ebert
Man Dillon and Bridget Fonda
star in this look at six twenty-somethi- ng
friends who alternately search
for and run from love.
Scot Lanes brings you the Red
Pin Special! Win free games from
9 pjn. -- 1 1 p.m.
Travel with the Hip Hop
Mooving COW to the Cleveland
Flats. 10 p.m. --3 a.m. Register at the
Lowry information desk. Price in-
cludes a $2 refundable deposit plus
club entry. j
SATURDAY. OCT. 2
The Hip Hop Mooving COW is
offagain! Visit the Amish Country
from 10 a.m.-- 3 pjn. Register at the
Lowry info desk.- - Cost is S3 for
students and S3 for non-- students.
Lunch is included.
7:30 pjn., 10 pjn., and Mid-
night, Maieer, $1
Filing '"Honeymoon in Vegas"
Nicolas Cage stars as a New York
City detective who loses his wife-to-b- e,
Sarah Jessica Parker, to a
conniving gambler.
SAB-- B lackForum AmateurNite
has been postponed until Nov. 3.
Instead, come to the Underground
and enjoy games and dancing be-
ginning at 8 pjn.
SUNDAY. OCT. 3
730 pjn, Mateer, free
Classic Film: "All That Heaven
Allows" What happens when a
widow falls in love with her young
gardener? This melodrama is part
Lady Chaneriy and partcaustic com-
ment ot the American Dream.
MONDAY, OCT. 4
Forms available for Homecom-
ing parade float & hall and house
decorating. Stop by theLowry Cen-
ter Director's Office and pick one
up.
TUESDAY, OCT. 3
Arthur Kropp 79, President of
People for the American Way Con-
stitutional liberties Organization,
win be presenting a lecture on the
controversial topic The Religious
Right: How Much of a Threat?" 7
pjo, Gault Recital Hall, reception
follows.
VideoNight,The Underground.
50 cents.
8 pjn. "Hard To KilL" Steven
Sagal stars as Mason Storm, a cop
gunned down arid left for dead, who
recovers seven years later to seek
revenge on his attackers.
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Movie Review from "A" to "Z" oo oo oo oo
By ANNA K. VON UNWERTH
For anyone who has ever felt a
pressure to succeed (I. students in-cluded)"Sea- rcbing
for Bobby Fisher"
isafilm that you will not want to miss.
The mediocre rap that this film has
been given by the press is unjust, as I
thought all of the actors mastered
their roles in a realistic, empathetic
fashion. Though based on the game
of chess, I saw mis film to be a meta-
phor for human nature and the pres-
sure wefed toplease everyoiKaround
us. It offers a sincere moral lesson
about competition within the self as
well as with opponents and onlookers
as the young chess prodigy learns
sometimes it is the winner who be-
comes the most vulnerable. The bet-
ter he becomes at chess, the more
afraid of failure he becomes. It is not
until he followed his basic instincts
and gets back to playing chess for the
sake of the game, that he is able to
excel and take on his largest adver-
sary.
There was always a bit of ambigu-
ity as to who the "bad guy" in this
movie was and whether in fact there
was a"bad guy." It was the character-
istics ofgreed and power and selfish-
ness inherent in all of us that became
the major opponents as they pervaded
the personalities of the father and the
boy's instructor. I found this so much
more refreshing and down to earth
than the good vs. evil films that are all
too common these days.
Throughout the film, there is also a
running narrative about the life of
chess champion Bobby Fisher, the
young prodigy who took the interna-
tional title away from the Russians,
Smashing Pumpkins: "guitarfizz"
WCWS CD REVIEW
By GRAIG MEYER
Listening to this album makes it
very apparent that Seattle isn't the
only place producing bands who can
pound out tough dynamic rock.
TheSmashing Pumpkins areaquar-te- t
from Chicago who topped the col-
lege charts with their album "Siamese
Dream" the minute it came out. The
Pumpkins gained a large following
with their debut album "Gish," and
their track "Drown." as one of only
two non-Seatt- le acts on the "S ingles"
soundtrack, was an alternative hit. It
'was this background that allowed
"Siamese Dream" to enter the Bill
board album chart at No. 10 after the
first week of its release, despite lim-
ited radio airplay.
The Pumpkins thrive on the tension
between soft and hard, the melodic
andraw.the Mistering and glistening.
Pro&ictknchenuBiUyCcrganand
Butch Vig (The production master-min- d
behind "Nevermind") help this
and disappeared. Itwas Bobby Fisher
who served as the inspiration and
obsession of the film's chess minded
protagonists.
Though many themes were played
past the hflt, almost to the point of
being bokey, there were countless
scenes between father and son, men-
tor and pupil, and incumbent cham-
pion and adversary that left me curs-
ing myself for forgetting the tissue
box. I feel a need to lavish great
amounts of praise on the casting di--.
rector for the choices were impec-
cable. The prodigyyprotagonist Josh,
played by a hitherto unknown new-
comer to the screen, was an enchant-
ing and endearing boy, but he was
also poignantly "reaL" Unlike most
Hollywood child stars, he did not
overplay his role or act too cute. He
wasanonnal little boy coping with an
extraordinary gift Even though some
of the themes bordered on sappy, you
bandy noticed for you were too busy
empathizing with the boy's feelings
of failure in the eyes ofhis father, and
his extreme sense of decency. For
comicrclief.the boy's homeless friend
Virmy (Lawrence Fishbume) won the
audience's heart as well as Josh's.
More importantly, the stem mentor,
Bruce, was utterly intimidating and
represented welL along with Josh's
father (Joe Montegna) the evils of
pushing too hard. The cinematogra-
phy and scorechoices were also com-
mendable. There were some unique
close-up- s of the boy in which you
found yourself lost in his vulnerable
blue eyes, and the music played,
although very Hollywood, made me
feel the scenes more deeply.
These days it seems as though are
album explode into brilliant,
technicolor hues, impelled by a
connoisseur's finely tuned guitar fizz.
The ripples of guitar and studio ef-
fects force images ofcolor and move-
ment among the musical sensations.
The songs on "Siamese Dream,"pitch
and carry like a debaucherous ride.
Simply put, what the Pumpkins do
best is combine bone-rattli- ng crash
and equally affective quiet. The first
single "Cherub Rock" has a bright
drum and guitar intro which breaks
into launching guitar chord riff, but
softbackingvocals andBiUyCorgan's
melodic lyrics make the riff feel light
When the chorus rolls around, it's
strife with urgency. When Corgan
chants "Let me out! " it is as pure ofan
expression of rock & roll's spirit as
you will hear. The roller-coaste- r, g-fo- rce
shock and desparate lyrics of
this song makes it possibly the most
inspired rock anthems since "Smells
Like Teen Spirit."
This band is tight The bass
(D'Arcy) and drums (Jimmy
Chamberiin)are strong onevery track.
They build a strong frame for the
less substantive films than the shal-
low blood guts and sex movies that
have become the box office busters.
Too often, too, the films that do offer
some sort of message tend to put the
audience to sleep. This film was
about chess, something that has al-
ways sort have left a yawn on my lips,
but Ifound myselfglued to the screen,
fists clenched, and tears tunning down
my cheeks. It was more of an "expe-
rience," than something to do on a
rainy afternoon. If LS. or that rapidly
approaching midterm has got you hid-
ing under your covers, be sure to see
the true story of seven year old chess
champion. Josh Waitzkin in "Search-
ing for Bobby Fisher."
By ZACH VEILLEUX
No babe. A guy who lives on my
hall says a movie is automatically no
good if it doesn't have a babe in it
Perhaps that was what was wrong
with "Searching for Bobby Fischer."
I'm not sure. I've been spending the
last 24 hours since I saw it trying to
figure out exactly what it was that
made me not like it. On the surface it
appeared to be a perfectly appealing
movie. It had good acting, good cin-
ematography, the soundtrack wasjust
fine, and theplot even had some sense
of continuity to it But for some
reason, when I left, I didn't feel like I
had just witnessed a cinematic mas-
terpiece. I think it was just too aver-
age.
The movie business these days has
mutating forms of the songs. James
Uia is able to change guitar styles
beautifully during songs without it
seeming like there is a break in the
melody. The track "Geek U.SA."
speeds alongonly tocome toadreamy
break mid-son- g and just as easily
return to the original tune.
Several semi-acoust- ic numbers also
stick out "Spaceboy" is good, but
"Disarm" is a magnificent work ex-
emplifying the band's versatility. It
has beautiful acoustic guitar and a
pounding rhythm. The song is made,
however, by the tympani and bells
that chime in for accents and then
Mend in withcello and violin to create
a beautiful resonance that supports
the chorus of "The killer in me is the
killer in youJ send this smile over to
you."
Besides those already mentioned,
try the tracks "Today." with its
powerfull lyrics, the slow, anthemic
"Rocket" and "Mayonnaise," in
which Corgan's vocals sound off in
near perfect meter. The album is a
great one by a band who is definitely
smashing.
become very competitive. To justify
spending S3 an hour for automated
entertainment peoplewant something
really, really good in return. And
"Searching for Bobby Fischer" just
barely misses thecut It's just slightly
too mediocre in an industry where
mediocre just doesn't make it I be-
lieve the technical term for this is "a
renter."
"Bobby Fischer" is about chess. It
starts out with grainy black and white
scenesofBobby Fischer,withachild's
voice softly narrating Bobby's story.
He was an incredible chess player,
one of the best in the world, but after
reaching the top he disappears, never
to be heard from again. Based on this
and the title, audiences might draw
the conclusion that Bobby Fischer is
the subject ofthis movie. They would
be disappointed. With the exception
of a few additional B & W clips
interspersed throughout the movie,
the Fischer plot never really relates to
the rest of the story.
The main character is a young boy,
Josh, who while walking in George
Washington Park one day, discovers
he has a gift for playing chess. His
father (playedby Joe Mantenga) finds
this out and, like any stereotypical
father would, insists that he enroll in
every tournament possible, and
goshdarnit he better win mem all,
too. He finds the best chess "coach"
he can and pays him $60 an hour to
teach his son how to develop his gift
and how to win. But young Josh
doesn't want to just win, he wants to
have fun. And his father doesn't
really care about that
So you can see where this is going.
It's not really that bad ofan idea, plot--
Fatherhood PG-1- 3
1 :Q5 p.m., 3:20 pm, 5:30
pm, 7:35 pm, 9:45 pm
Striking Distance R
1 :30 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 5:55
pm, 8:10 pm, 10:20
pm
Malice R
1 :20 pm, 330 pm, 5:40
pm, 7:50 pm, 9:55 pm
A Bronx Tale R
1:10 p.m., 3:35 pm, 7:15
pm, 9:40 p.m.
Warlock R
1:40 pm, 3:45 pm, 5:45
pm, 7:45 pm, 10:20
pjn.
wise, but some of the characters, es-
pecially the boy's mother, are rather
inconsistent I was never exactly sure
whose side she was on: Josh's? The
father's? The druggy in the park that
Josh develops a friendship with? I
don't think she even knows. But
despite that flaw it was a fairly well-craft- ed
screenplay, and even had a
couple of one-line- rs here and there
that might invoke a chuckle or two.
It doesn't have to be chess. This
movie could be made about football
or violin or ping-pon- g or Monopoly.
The only thing chess does is provides
the director with some neat opportu-
nities to show dramatic close-up- s of
chesspieces being slammed violently
into the board while emotional music
blares at you in Dolby Surround
Sound. And that's what going to the
movies is all about isn't it?
All in alLit'sreallynotabad movie.
It was an enjoyable outing, and I was
neverbored. Butattirneslfeltlikemy
emotions were being manipulated. A
good movie could have been just as
emotional without quite somuch help
from cinematic booby traps. Just
when you start to feel sorry for thekid,
you catch yourself and think: This is
chess! There's no need to feel sorry
for some little kid who's playing a
board game (and winning)! And then
you feel stupid forhaving fallen for it
Overall, it just lacked that spec-
tacular cinematic quality that you'll
find in movies like "Dances with
Wolves" or "Citizen Kane." I
wouldn't look for it at the Oscars. So
I'm afraid I'm going to have to give it
a thumbs down.
And besides, there's still that babe
problem...
The Program R
1 :35 pm, 4:15 pm, 7:20
pjTt, 10 pJIL
Much AdoAbout
Nothing PG-1- 3
1
.--
00 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:45
pm, 8 ."05 p.m., 10:15 pm
The Fugitive PG-1- 3
1 tOO pm, 4:00 pm, 7:10
pm, 9:50 pm
Man Without a Face
PG-1- 3
1 : 15 pm, 4: 10 pm, 7
pm, 9:35 p.m.
The Good Son R
1 :50 pm, 3:50 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:55 p.m., 10:05 pm
All shows before 6 pjn. $325 and all other shows $5.
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster (216)345-884- 3
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Canton Ballet kicks
off its first season
By NICOLE COWARD
To kick off their fall season, the
youthful and vibrant Canton Ballet is
presenting an all new production of
Tew and the Wolf" on Sunday.
October 10 at 2 pjn. at the Palace
Theater in down--
town Canton.
Originally com-
posed to acquaint
children's ears to
the tntreical instru-
mentation of or-
chestral music.
Serge ProkofiefTs
delightful tale
chronicles a boy's
trip loi meadow
Die Canton Ballet
has served in the
past as an excellent
way to introduce
youngpeople to the
world ofdance.
r the forest. When
a wolf comes into the meadow, it isup
to Peter to save his friend Birdie and
his cat
The performance will feature beao-tif- ul
new costumes and backdrops
designed by Sozy Campbell and Ken-
neth L. Keith. The costumes and
backdrops wiH thenbe traveling along
with the dancers to area elementary
and preschool to perform as they
have for the past 15 years.
The Canton Ballet's fall season has
always been programmed for fami-
lies and children. It has served in the
past as an excellent way to introduce
young people to the world of dance.
Sure to delight and enlighten young
minds this year are pieces choreo
.The Wooster Voice Arts & Entertainment October 1, 1993
graphed by Angelo Lemmo, entitled
"Snap." "8 Pack." and die piece "Full
Moon" which takes us upstairs to a
bedroom where a slumber party is in
full progress.
That's not to say that mere's noth-
ing for adults. Artistic Director
Cassandra Crowley
has restaged a special
excerpt from the
lovely and graceful
"Swan Lake."
The creation of this
15th anniversary pro-
duction was made
possible by grants
from: The Deuble
Foundation, The Ed-
ward and Ruth Wilkof Foundations,
The Ervin and Marie WUkofFounda-
tion, and The James K. Luntz Chari-
table Fund
Tickets have already gone on sale
at the Canton Ballet box office in the
Cultural Center for the Arts. Prices
for advance sales are $ 12 foraduta9
for students and children 18 yean and
younger, and $9 for senior citizens;
door costs are $13 and $10. Croup
rates for groups of 10 or more are
available. Tickets can be charged to
VISA or Mastercard. Call 452-40- 98
between 10 ajn.-- 5 p.m- - Monday
through Friday, or Saturday betweea
lOajn. and 1 pjn.
Complied from a press release
from The Canton Ballet.
Creative and responsible people for the production staff for
The Wooster Voice.
If interested, please contact Irene Kan, production manager,
at x-38- 01, or campus box C-20- 63.
Attention:
SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJORS:
Would you benefit from a fall semester of research at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory?
Applications are now being taken for the Oak Ridge Science
Semester, a one semester research opportunity which places
qualified students in on-goi-ng research at the Laboratory in
Oak Ridge, TN. (Full 16 hrs credit, $3600 award, and cost-fre- e
housing (contingent on DOE funding).
Also, limited 5 week summer extensions of the research and
funded participation at a professional meeting to present
research results are available.
On your campus contact:
Charles Borders, Science
Gene Pollock, Social Science
Upcoming week in entertainment
Thefirst ofa weekly guide to local entertainment
OcLl
Alfred Hitchcock Film Festival
Through Oct 3
Akron Civic Theater
The Subject Was Roses"
Through Oct 24
Ensemble Theater
Cuyahoga Falls Oktoberfest
Through Oct. 3
Riverfront Center
"Dog Show" EricBogosian
Wexner Center for the Arts
RastaRafiki
Ftabody's Cafe
Fudge Tunnel. Pain Teens
Euclid Tavern
"Under Lock and Key" Beth B
Through Oct 3
Wexner Center for the Arts
"My Yard" Mary Jo Bole
Through Oct 10
Wexner Center for the Arts
Victor Lanza
Canton Palace
Turtle Island String Quartet
Finney Chapel, Oberlin
Kenny Davis Quintet
Rhythms
Otislay
WUbert'i
The Melvin Burks Jazz Trio
Peabody's Cafe
Oct. 3
GabrieHiTrio,
Recital Hall. U. of Akron
Heritage of theBrush: The Roy and
Marilyn Papp Collection of Chi-
nese Painting
Through Jan. 2
Columbus Museum of Art.
Supersuckers
Grog Shop
Oct. 4
Velocity Girl, Tsunami and
GEM
Phanatasy
OclS
Emerson Quartet
Fairmount Temple Auditorium
OttmarLiebert
Agora
"Conversations With My Father"
Bolton Theater. Cleveland Play
House
Luther Vandross, En Vogue
Convocation Center. Cleveland
State University.
The Story. Odd Girl Out
Peabody's Down Under
Anson Funderburgh & the Rockets
Wilben's -- ,
Geni torturers, Hatrix Soulstorm
Flash's Concert Club
w
Oct 6
Angeles Quartet
Cleveland Museum of Art
Jack Schantz Jazz Unit
Rhythms
Ansel Adams: The Early Yean
and Degas to Matisse: The
Maurice Wertheirn Collection
from the Harvard University
Art Museums
Cleveland Museum ofArt
Low Pop Suicide, Cords
Euclid Tavern
Oct 7
Bad Religion, Green Day, Sea
Weed
Cleveland Agora
Dramarama. Slim Dunlop
Peabody's Down Under
The First Generation: Women and
Video
Wexner Center for the Arts
Contemporary Chinese Art and
Culture
Wexner Center for the Arts
"Wittgenstein"
Area Premiere
Wexner Center for the Arts
Compiled with information from
Scene and listed establishments.
Save S3 on a full-servic- e oil change just by showing your
College of Wooster ID. at Valvoline Instant Oil Change
2514 Cleveland
345-685-5
DinxrtfiiatOKgiiarprxxonly. Not valid with any mme
M-- F 9 am - 7 pm
Sat 8 am - 5 pm
Sun 11 am-3p- m
offer. Valid Jt tha location only. COW
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Moorefieki 95 heads down for a first-pla- ce
finish.
win wereJulie Heck "97(350X21:46)
and Megan McCabe 97 (42nd,
22:13XJo-LynneDenapo- U 95(53rd.
22:31); Alyssa Morse '97 (58th,
22:45); Karelynne Gerber 96 (66th,
23);andAi)keFischer(73rd,2320)
andChristinaPerry(91st,25:16),both
class of '97.
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Cross country runners fare
well at Wooster Invitational
By PAUL KINNEY
ANDREW RODGERS
College of Wooster senior
Emily Moorefieki 94 was
turning heads again on Satur-
day as she ran to a first place
finish at the 10th annual
Wooster Cross Country Invi-
tational.
Moorefieki, who turned in
time of 19fl9 in the 5000-met-er -
race, captured the top
spot for the second week in a
iow, but this time she took the
rest ofthe learn withher, lead-
ing the Lady Scots to a first
place showing.
Wooster (54) finished 10-poi- nts - -- , i-- r
ahead of runner-u- p
Ohio Wesleyan (64) as all of
the first five runners finished : ."in the top twenty. In addition
to Moorefield. Molly Metz
and EllenFreeman,both class
of 97. came in fifth (19:46)
and 13th (20-34- ) respectively;
SandyClark "94 finished 16th EmDy(20:41); and Adrienne
Vredenburg 96 placed 19m
(20:49).
I knew the meet would be very
close, so coming out on top should
give usabig boost in the conference,''
said bead coach Dennis Rice. To
have five women in the top twenty
was the key to our success."
Also participating in Wooster's big
-
.V- -
-
Sports Information
X-2-066
SAB Performing Arts Committee presents
Spotlight Showcase
Saturday, October 9
Mom's Truck Stop, 8 pjru-1- 1 pjn.
OCTOBER STTCXAL
COIV STUTJE'NTS YDX DTSCOliNT
Tragrait GnIcs & Potpourri
'Gourmet 'Foods & Clvorolntfs
T3ubbfe batKs & soaps
'Stationer tj, Tramts, & "Mugs
HEARTLAND m H. 0r., st
Gift Baskets '" 26'"
Specializing bi Cjfl Baskets for All Occastais
Finishing behind Wooster
and Ohio Wesleyan in the
women's race were Grove
City (79), Oberlin (82), Hei-ddberg(146).Denison- (184),
CaseWesternReserve(192),
Muskingum (195),
Wittenberg (217) and Hiram
(228).
In the men's race. Case
Western Reserve University
ran away with the title by
capturing the first three indi-
vidual spots. Nilesh shah
(25:58), Steve Cullen (26:07)
and Brian Casselberry
(2620) finished first, second
and third, respectively, in the
8000-met-er race to lead the
Spartans to victory with the
32 points.
Ooerbein wassecond with
49 points, followed by
Derrison (5 1),Wooster (1 13).
Mount Union (166),
Wittenberg (184), Hiram
(209), Grove City (210).
Muskingum (247). Ohio
Wesleyan (258). Oberlin
(260)andJohn Carroll (292).
Individually for the Scots. Alex
Dawe 96 set the pace by finishing
ninth with a time of 27:11. Paul
Kinney 95 was next in 20th (27:47),
followed by Wheeler SpauMing 94
in 24th (28:09), and Phillipe Kozub
and WillyDrexlersin 26th (28:12)
and 34th (28:25, respectively.
Men's Soccer
continued from back page
for a 1-- 1 tie.
Minutes later, the Scots drew fire
from an apparent personal foul on
Denison. & was apparent but not
called because the referee did not see
John Retzloff 96 get elbowed by a
Big Red player and the sidelinejudge
refused to call it
But the non-ca-ll inspired the Scots,
who proceeded to dominate the game
the rest of the way. One player saw
the Scots take four shots from close
range, but none of them found thenet.
With 13 minutes to play in regulation
a Denison player was ejected for ar-
guing a calL This gave the Scots a
man advantage for the remainder of
the game.
The Scots rebounded on Wednes-
day as they tookcontrol ofthe game in
the opening minutes and then held on
for a 2-- 0 win over Oberlin.
Within the first minute, Ozarme
scored in his third consecutive game,
giving the Scots the early edge. The
score remained the same all the way
until the last nine seconds. Damon
Rossi 96 finally put the game out of
reach by scoring bis second goal of
the season.
Volleyball wins two more
NEWSSERVICES
Don' t look now, but theLady Scots
volleyball team may finally have
turned the corner. After more than
two seasons of frustrations, Wooster
appears to be on the comeback trail.
A 15-- 1, 16-1- 4, 15-- 8 victory over
Penn State Behrend and an impres-sivecome-from-beh- ind
12-1- 5, 1 1-- 15,
15-- 8, 15-- 1 1, 15--7 triumphover Hiram
last week gave the Lady Scots re-
newed confidence as they begin pre-
paring for North Coast Athletic Con-
ference play.
Wooster, which now stands at 3--1 1
overall, still has a long way to go, but
the Lady Scots are playing better than
they have in three years, and they
hope to keep the momentum going
this week when they take on Lake
Erie College and Carnegie Mellon.
"
"
Patty Turning '97 sets up for the kill
Hiram last Saturday.
Trying to locate two young
women, driving a car with Illi-
nois plate, who picked up a cat
from Quinby Avenue on Satur-
day morning, Sept 25.
. TTv nwtvr of the cat would
like to express her gratitude to
these two young women and
would like to thank mem person-- ,
ally.
Please contact Rose Marie
Baab at 264-542- 9 ifyou fit the
above description.
iA
Individually, Carrie Headrick '97
has been the key to Wooster's attack
with an average of2.8 lolls per game.
Brijin Boddy '96 is next with an aver-
age of two kills per game.
In addition, setter Sarah Robertson
'96 is the leader in assists (5.8 per
game).
Defensively, Headrick (2.0digs per
game), Boddy (1.1 digs per game)
and Robertson (1.1 digs per game)
lead the way.
Also contributing are Patty Turn-
ing '97 and Susie Boggs '95, who
average 13 and 1.1 kills per game,
respectively.
Up next forWoosterafter this week
n marrttAe unit. Ma1vu rV arviMW IHMlBfcU VTUM IIHUMIV WW , J HIM
Tiffin (Oct 7). The Lady Scots open
NorthCoast Athletic Conference play
Oct 9 with Allegheny and Ohio
Wesleyan.
1
by AARON THCHNER
in the Lady Scots victory over
ten ) snzjisriiuini
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed!
Earn $2000 monthly.
SummCTrtthdaysfuU-tirne- .
World travel Caribbean, Hawaii J
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides,
Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands,
Casino Workers, etc.
No experience necessary.
CALL (602) 680-464- 7,
ext. C147.
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It ain't how well you
play, it's why you do it
Wuh the exception of the cross country team, not one of Woosier's fall
sports teams has a winning record. Wait, wait, don't throw the VWc down in
despair, I am not complaining about this. In fact, it's fine with me.
UnHJce a lot of die-ha- rd fans, I don't get too upset about winning or losing
records hell, I'm iCincinnati Reds fan. That's not
losay that a doesn't bother me when my team loses.iLAiKJMiunminrvrnHT
cour5e u (joc like ft bothers me that
Woosier's sports learns aren't playing better this
season. Whoever said "It's not whether you win or lose, it's how you play the
game" was wrong. But they were wrong because it's neither of those things.
Winning is nice: I don't know anyone (except golfers) who likes to see the
other team with a higher score. And if you don't win, then at least it's nice to
be able to say it was a good game. Buttherc'sanother side tocollege athletics
something that gets overlooked by a lot of athletes and coaches, and yes, even
by the Sports Department of The Wooster Voice athletics should be fun.
Hardly a novel idea. Sure, we all heard that as children, from the gym teacher
who doubled as a real coach on Saturday mornings in a freezing cold
gymnasium. And from our parents when we lost a particularly important
contest I even spoke those words myself as the captain ofa notvery good high
school gymnastics team. They're hollow words, right after a particularly
impressive loss. But they ought to be taken as gospel, especially by teams who
just can't seem to win.
In my experience attending athletic events at Wooster, the one thing I've
noticed is that it rarely seems like the team's players and coaches are having
fun. Red-fac- ed coaches and assistants huff about on the sidelines, while
players hang their beads. And that'sto say nothingof the fans, who spend more
tincursmg at the"blind" referees than t (Although
vthe football team was robbed last weekend on that one call...)
There is such an emphasis on winning that we forget that the reason athletes
play at Division in schools, like Wooster. is to maintain a level of physical
developmera wrile ccrnpeting in an activity they love. Let's face it; someone
who is looking to concentrate almost solely on athletics doesn't enroll at a
Division III schooL That's not what Division HI is all about
I guess there's nope though. When I mentioned my theory that Woosier's
athlete's aren't having any fun lo i member of the football team, he told me
flauy that I was wrong. He told me mat the love of me game, the camaraderie
of the team, and the fun they have togetherwaswhatkept them playing. After
an,hepcrited out sarcastkally.it certain
nor the high win percentage.
I just wish that more people remembered mat in the end this is what's
imp-grant-
. Playing a sport solely for the glory of the victory ties an athlete's
ego to defeating someone else. After all, it's not whether you win or lose, or
even bow you play. It's why.
Laurtn Cohen is the assistant sports editor of the Yoke.
M FOOTBALL
Season starts Monday,
October U
Official roster forms are due to
David Post, Box 2503 by Tuesday,
October 5
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Lady Scots drop five in a row
By MARK HUGH
The College of Wooster field
hockey team, stuck in a horrible los-
ing streak, lost again over the week-
end to visiting Oberlin 3-- 2 on Satur-
day. Wooster once again played an
exceptionally strong game, but could
not come up with the big score to
achieve victory. The loss drops
Wooster to 2-- 6 overall and 1-- 2 in the
NCAC
Woosteropened the game with sev-
eral scoring chances by passing the
ball effectively and driving deep into
the Oberlin zone. The pressure paved '
the way for a goalby Lisa OstermucDer
94 who received a pass at midfield '
and streaked toward the Oberlin goal.
She then shot the ball past the
Yeowomen's goaliender. The game
up to this point had been dominated
by Wooster, and it looked as if the
team was going to vanquish its streak
of losses in front of the home crowd.
However, Wooster has had a prob-
lem of sustaining pressure once they
get a lead. This was the case in the loss
to Depauw and the victory against
Ohio Wesleyan. In both of those
games, Wooster started the game off
very strongly and scored the firstgoaL
Instead of going for the proverbial
"jugular," the team seems to have a
lapse and allow their opponents to
march downQeld and score a quick
goaL
This was the case Saturday. Al-
ready up by a goal and dominating
play, Wooster went into coma and
allowed Oberlin to even the score
barely two minutes later. The goal
was scored when an Oberlin player
found a loose ball in the middle of a
horde of players and shot it past a
stunned Becky Tederstrom 94 to tie
the game at 1-- 1.
Wooster regained the lead in lightni-
ng-like fashion 20 seconds later.
CaroUneRobinson 95 recerveda pass
from Luci Day 94 and runga shot off
the upper right corner of the Oberlin
goal tomakeiu2--l game. After three
goals were scored in two and a half
minutes, both teams tried to turn the
75
T1
T. y f
sv.-":-
r.
By BRITTANY BULLARD
Katie Doyle 96 attempts to advance the ball down He Id during the
Scots 3-- 2 loss at the hands of Oberlin last Saturday.
game into a shootout by attempting
long passes to get behind the other
team'sdefense. However, both tarns'
defenses were up to task until the
Yeowomen scored a goal with 11
minutes remaining in the first half to
tie the game.
The second half, each team once
again had their minds set on offense.
Wooster put the pressure on Oberlin,
taking shots at close range and domi-
nating play around the Oberlin net
However, Oberhn's goalie was up to
the task, denying Wooster players
time after time.
Oberlin finally broke Wooster's
defense with just over seven minutes
remaining to score the eventual game
winning goal to go up 3--2. Wooster,
not willing to go down quietly,
mounted a furious attack, but were
not able to score before time ran out
After the garne.many Woosterplay-er-s
were visibly shocked and upset by
this loss and the seemingly endless
bad luck which has been plaguing
The Student Activities Board
Speakers & Topics Committee
presents...
Arthur J. Kropp 79
President,
People for the American Way
"The Religious Right How Much of a Threat?
Tuesday, October 5 at 7 pm
Gauit Recital Hall in Scheide
them this season. The team now has
lost five straight This feat had not
been duplicated since the 1990 sea-
son which saw Wooster open the sea-
son at 0--5.
It should be said that mis losing
streak is in no way indicative of the
team or its players. Those who follow
the team closely know the caliber of
the players Wooster suits up. They
are some of the best women athletes
in the NCAC As far as field hockey
teams go, not many other colleges
have players who are as fast as
Ostermueller and Luci Day '94, have
the powerful shot of Wendy Perkins
96, the all-arou-nd skills of a Meg
Wood 95 and Katie Doyle 96,or the
tenacity of Tiffany Lerch '94 and
Betsy Shannon 95.
This isaquality team which is in the
middle ofa horrible slump,but slumps
do end. Hopefully, the slump would
have been ended on Thursday after-
noon at Wittenberg (results unavail-
able as of press time).
V7TQ V? :TJOVt7TOVrN
TIIIHITCOLTIQILC -
250 W. North, Wooster.
242-97-35
--Designer Labels
(Polo, J.Crew, The Gap, etc)
--Quality Jewelry
--Natural Fabrics
A different type ofplace.
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Bo you really tfoMk yon cam... Beat Me Experts?
IastweeMmerefourpeoplewere
actually able to "beat the experts." I
guess that theSpats Departmenttakes
round one. It doesn't get any easier
this week for the students as Lauren
Cohen is our "expert of the week."
T j -- - - -- - T mmtrmm T1 fH
competition by posting a 16-- 4 mark.
Last week's expert, Mike House-
holder went 13-- 7. Four people were
able to beat his mark.
Allison Booher 95 won the$5 first
pri2e by going 15-- 5 for the week.
utner winners mciuoe uave rar-so- ns
96. Blake Hildner 95. and
Blake's father Bill Hildner. all of
whom posted 14-- 6 marks.
Each week, the four members of
the Sports Department will attempt to
predict the outcomes of twenty NFL
and CFA football games each week.
In addition to the four experts, the
Voice will select a fifth "guest expert
of theweek" topredict the same twenty
games. This week's guest expert is
John Firm, the Director of Sports In-
formation here at Wooster. Last
wcck s guca expen was men s oas-ketballca- ch
Steve Moore.
Outof the fourexperts, there willbe
an "expert of the week" each week
that the contestants will try to "beat."
Whoever predicts the most games
correctlv wQl win (he S3 first raize.
Everyone else who "beats the expert-wi- ll
have their names listed in the
Voice the following week.
Everyone who wins will automati-
cally be eligible for a grand prize
drawing that will be held at the end of
the football season.
The "Beat the Experts" forms can
be picked up on the red ledge as one
walks into the mailroom.
GUEST EXPERT:
John Finn
Last Week: 11-- 9
Overall 11-- 9
Green Bay at Dallas
LA. Raiders at K.C
Atlanta at Chicago
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Minnesota at SJF.
Philadelphia at N.Y. Jets
N. Orleans at LA. Rams
Indianapolis at Denver
San Diego at Seattle
N:Y. Giants at Buffalo
Washington at Miami
G. Tech at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Arizona
Duke at Tennessee
B.C at Syracuse
Louisville at Pittsburgh
Virginia Tech at VWU
N.C State at Clemson
Notre Dame at Stanford
EXPERT OF THE WEEK:
Lauren. Cohen
Last Week: 16-- 4
Overall: 164
Green Bay at Dallas
LA. Raiders at Kansas City
Atlanta at Chicago
Detroit at Tampa Bay
.
Minnesota at SJF.
Philadelphia at N.Y." Jets --
New Orleans at LA. Rams
Indianapolis at Denver
San Diego at Seattle
N.Y. Giants at Buffalo
PeterJames
Last Week: 12-- 8
Overall: 12-- 8
Green Bay at Dallas
LA. Raiders at Kansas City
Atlanta at Chicago
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Minnesota at SJF.
Philadelphia at N.Y. Jets
New Orleans at LA. Rams
Indianapolis at Denver
San Diego at Seattle
N.Y. Giants at Buffalo .
Scots move
ft t
photo by
Lauren 94 is the assistant sports
editor of the Voice as well as the
women's soccer writer. In addition to
her duties with the Voice, Lauren is .
the President of SGA.
Washington at Miami
G. Tech at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Arizona
Duke at Tennessee
Boston College atSyracuse
Louisville at Pittsburgh
Virginia Tech at WVU
N.C State at Clemson
Notre Dame at Stanford
Peter '95 is trie men's soccer writer
for the Voice. Peter hails from
Westrxrt, Connecticut and is a mem-
ber of the tennis team and now works
for the Office of Sports Information
as wen as being a member of the
Publications Committee.
Washington at Miami
G. Tech at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Arizona .
Duktat Tennessee
Boston College at Syracuse
Louisville at Pittsburgh
Virginia Tech at WVU
N.C State at Clemson
Notre Dame at Stanford
to 4-5-- 1; lose
BRITTANY BULLARD
The Lady Scots soccer team's overall record stands at
4-5-
-1 after its first ten games. Wooster will try to gain
a .500 records when they travel to NCAC rival
Wittenberg tomorrow.
Mike Householder
Last Week: 13-- 7
Overall: 13-- 7
Green Bay at Dallas
LA. Raiders at Kansas Gty
Atlanta at Chicago
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Minnesota at S.F.
Philadelphia at N.Y. Jets
New Orleans at LA. Rams
Indianapolis at Denver
San Diego at Seattle
N.Y. Giants at Buffalo
Mark Hugh
Last Week: 13-- 7
Overall: 13-- 7
Green Bay at Dallas
LA. Raiders at Kansas City
Atlanta at Chicago
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Minnesota at SJFV - - --
Philadelphia at N.Y. Jets
New Orleans at LA. Rams
Indianapolis at Denver
San Diego at Seattle
N.Y. Giants at Buffalo
first conference game
By LAUREN COHEN
"We made enough chances to win, we just
didn't capitalize," was the way head coach
David Brown explained the Women'sSoccer
team's 1--0 loss to Denison University last
Saturday. The same could be said about their
loss to Baldwin-Wallac- e on Tuesday.
In Saturday's game against Denison,
Wooster's 1 2 shotson goal statistic wasdouble
that of Denison's, but the women just could
not deliver. Despite Denise Drescher 97's
four saves in Saturday's game. Brown said
that it was a breakdown in the Scots' defense
in front of the goal which allowed Denison to
"score. The defense would keep Denison's
score at 1, but that was all the Big Red needed
to get past the Scots.
In Tuesday's game against Baldwin-Wallac- e,
conditions were pretty much the
same for the Scots. Describing his team as
"flat," Brown expressed disappointment at the
tear.'s inability to defeat the opposing team.
The women tost by a score of 1-- 0.
Tomorrow, the Scots travel to Springfield to
take on Wittenberg University. Like other
games this season, Brown expects themeeting
to be "a battle" for the Scots.
"Wittenberg has improved a lot- - They're
i
.i , .
Mike 95 is the sports editor of the
Voice as well as the football and
men's basketball writer. Mike is
from Pittsburgh and co-edit- ed this
past year's New Student Directory.
Washington at Miami
G. Tech at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Arizona
Duke at Tennessee :
Boston College at Syracuse
Louisville at Pittsburgh
Virginia Tech at WVU
N.C State at Qemson
Notre Dame at Stanford
Mark 95 is the field hockey and
golf writer forme Voice. Mark hails
from Pittsburgh and was a member of
the Pennsylvania state champion
KnochHigh Scnoolgolf team in 1990.
Washington at Miami
G. Tech at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Arizona
- Duke at Tennessee -
Boston College at Syracuse
Louisville at Pittsburgh :
Virginia Tech at WVU
N.C State at Clemson
Notre Dame at Stanford
one of the favorites for the conference." If
Brown's team loses tomorrow, their record
will stand at 0-- 2 in conference play.
But the team is looking to start strong. "If
we can put one in early it will help our
confidence," he said. The team needs to
"make chances," if it hopes to win.
Following Saturday's game at Wittenberg,
the Scots return to Wooster. The team will
take on Ohio Northern on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 6 and Earlham on October 9.
Extended
deadline:
The deadline for the
rosterwaiver form return
for
The EM Tennis Doubles
Tournament Weekend
hm been extended .
to Tuesday, October 5.
Matches will be held on
October9&10.
Send forms to Tiffany
Lerch.c-211- 4
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Wittenberg spoils Fighting Scots' home
opener 33-- 6; Scots face Kenyon next
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
An impenetrable defense
accompanied by a solid, conservative
offense will take you far in the world
of footbalL Just ask Wittenberg. The
Tigers used these elements in handing
Wooster (0-- 3 overall, 1-- 2 NCAC) a
33--6 Parents' Weekend loss.
Wioenberg,last year's North Coast
Athletic Conference champion, ran
op 373 yards of total offense and
capitalized on two major Scots'
mistakes in wrapping up its third
consecutive win of the young season.
Wooster's offense was dominated by
the Tiger defense, which limited the .
Scots to one rushing first down and
yards of total offense.
"Their Wittenberg's defense
played on our side of the ball the
whole game," commented Wooster
head coach Bob Tucker.
The Tigers began the scoring at the
3:59 mark of the first quarter on a 5-ya- rd
pass play from quarterback JJL
Runkel to Mark Peters. Wooster took
the ball from the kickoff and was
stymied on three plays. Punier Tun
Cargasz 96 lined up to boot the ball
back to the Tigers, but the snap flew
over his head and into the end zone.
Cargasz attempted to pick it up. He
missed the ball and Wittenberg's
Derrick Rogers pounced on the ball
for a 13-- 0 Tiger lead at 2:46 ofquarter
number one.
"We played giveaway on the
kicking game," said Tucker.
Wittenberg's place-kick- er Greg
Brarne added a 41-ya- rd field goal at
14:53 of the second quarter to end the
first half scoring with the Tigers
comfortably ahead 16-- 0.
The Scots defense played fairly well
during the first half. Considering that
the Brarne field goal was caused by a
Wooster turnover and the mistake on
the punt, the Scots defense was really
only responsible for seven points.
On the tame 'note, however,
Wooster offense was completely
ineffective. The Scots were holed up
in their end of the field the entire first
half. Wooster only managed one first
Greeks & Clubs
RAISE UP JO $1,000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority
ordub. Plus $1,000 for
yourself!
And a FREE T-SHI- RT just
for calling.
1-800-93-
2-0528, exL 75.
i ,vr-
by BRTTTANY BLTXARO
The Scots' line protects the quarterback in the 33--6 loss to Wittenberg
last weekend.
down for the first half, and that
occurred on the first series.
The second half was not any
different. Wittenberg's Travis Yost
took the kickoff from Woosterskicker
Seth Carpien "94 and ran it back 89
yards at the 14:38 mark of the third
quarter. Brame's PAT put the Tigers
up 23--0. Another Brarne field goal at
1 1 :43 of the third put theTigers up 26--0.
WciCKter's starting quarterback Jim
Smucker '96 had difficulty in moving
the offense during the first half.
Smucker completed a mere five ofhis
21 attempted passes for 39 yards and
two interceptions. This axled Tucker
in his decision to replace Sihucker
with heralded high school quarterback
Scott Amstutz '97 in the third quarter.
Amstutz had already entered the game
in relief of Cargasz as the Scots
punier.
Amstutz was able to move the
offense with his strong, accurate
passing. He finished the game with
67 yards passing on 5-of- -13 passing
including an interception as well as
the Scots lone touchdown. Amstutz
hit tight end Cargasz for a 27-ya- rd
The
Men's soccer:
Saturday-- Wittenberg (A) 12.-0-0
Tuesday- - Marietta (H) 4.-0-0
Football:
Saturday- - Kenyon (A) 1:30
ji'
1
touchdown pass at 8.09 of the third
quarter for Wooster's lone score.
Wittenberg finished the scoring at
422 of the third quarter as the Tigers
running back Chris Thompson ran for
22 yards, fumbled the ball into the end
zone. The fumble was recovered by
Xan Smith for the final score of the
afternoon.
"We just haven't played up to our
capability yet this season. We did
some things well, but we have to
improve," said Tucker.
Tomorrow, Wooster travels to
Kenyon to take on the Lords. The
Scots will be looking for both its first
win of this season as well as its first
win against season in five years.
Kenyon has beaten the Scots in their
last five meetings dating back to 1 987.
Wooster has been outscored by its
opponents 1 10-19ov- er its three games
this season.
The Lords feaotreastrong airattack.
Led by quarterback Brad Hensley,
Kenyon leads the NCAC in passing.
Wooster is eighth in the NCAC in
pass defense.
"We would reall y like to beat them
(Kenyon). We will be playing some
upcoming week in Sports:
Women's soccer:
Saturday- - Wittenberg (A) 2.-0-0
Wed- - Ohio Northern (H) 4.-0-0
Volleyball:
Saturday-Carneg- ie Mellon (H) 1
.--
00
Tuesday- - Malone (A) 7.-0-0
Thursday- - Tiffin (A) 6:00
nickel defense and we will be blitzing
a lot They pass a lot, so it will be a
good challenge," finished Tucker.
SCOT NOTES: Roverback Dana
Kreeger '95 leads the Scots in
takeaways with one fumble recovery
and one interception Tailback
Mark Solis 95 is third in the NCAC in
all-purpo- se yards (112 yards per
game) Amstutz is fourth in the
NCAC in punting (35.7 yards per
punt) Tight end Rob Mondillo 95
isoutwith aknee injury. Wide receiver
Brian Wright '94 is out with a
hamstring injury. Center Mark Berger
'95 (knee), linebacker Spencer
Harman96 (hamstring), defensive
tackle Todd Adamson '95 (neck) and
offensive guard Aaron Lear 94
(shoulder) are probable.
Dossier File
Name: Bob Nye
Occupation: Professor of Physi-
cal Education
What is your proudest moment
in sports?: Watching players we've
recruited grow and winning
theNational Championship in golf in
1975.
What b your lowest moment in
sports?: Hearing about students that
Tm involved with be asked to leave
.
school.
What person would you most
like to havedinner with?: My wife.
What is the last book you read?:
lLS.G.A.Rukfcook
What two things can always be
found in your refrigerator?: Milk
and eggs.
What b your pet peeve about
Wooster?: It's too far to the moun-
tains and the sea.
What person do you admire
most?: My mother
Field Hockey:
Saturday- - Kenyon (H) 11.--00
Tuesday- - Oberiin (A) 4:30
Thursday- - Earlhara (A) 4:00
Scots snap
losing
streak
Bj PETER JAMES
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team ended it's three game winless
streak on Wednesday as they defeated
Oberiin College 2-- 0. The Scots
opened NCAC play on Saturday by
tying the Big Red of Denison 1-- 1.
Wooster's record stands at 4-3- -1
overall, with a 1-0- -1 mark in
conference.
The Scots played Denison without
head coach Bob Nye on the sidelines.
Nye had complained of chest pains
after a 3--1 loss to Bethany last week,
and is now resting comfortably at
home after being treated and released
from a Cleveland Hospital. Nye
hopes to return soon, but in the
meantime the team will be run by
assistant coach Graham Ford.
The game was played in a heavy
downfan.affecting thecaliber ofplay.
Wooster managed to overcome the
adverse conditions to mount the
majority of scoring threats in the
second half and into overtime, but
were forced to settle with a tie.
After many excellent chances to
score the first goal of the game,
Wooster finally put one in the net late
in the half. For the second straight
game, Colin Ozanne "96 scored. He
started the play by throwing the ball
into Bob Leonard'96, who dropped
the baD back to Ozanne. Ozanne,
from about 35 yards away, launched
a shot that sailed into the upper left
corner of the goal to give the Scots a
1-- 0 lead with less than four minutes
left in the half.
Any momentum that Ozanne's goal
gave the Scots going into the second
half was erased less than three minutes
into it A Big Red forward took a pass
on the left side of the box and beat the
Scot defender. While sliding on the
wet grass, be was able to push the ball
past goalie Paul Elliot 97, and it
trickled just beyond the goal line for
please see SOCCER, page 13
Quotes ofthe week .
The last time these guys won
a Monday Night game, it was in
black and white."
They can't mop up. These
guys don't even own a mop."
- ABCs Don Dierdorf refer-
ring to the Atlanta Falcons. .
